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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION SECTION 
 

Christina Kmetko 
Investor Relations Consultant, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 

Good morning. Welcome to the Hyster-Yale Investor Day. I am Christina Kmetko, and I'm responsible for Investor 

Relations for Hyster-Yale. It's good to see so many people here, and I'd also like to extend a welcome to 

everybody who is participating in our event via webcast. 

 

Before we get started, I wanted to say some things about the items that are sitting in front of you. Everyone here 

today received an Amazon Fire tablet, which contains an electronic copy of today's presentation. In your bags is 

the tablet as well as instructions on how to get in there, access it if you want to take a look at the electronic 

version. There's also links in there that will take you to the websites for Hyster-Yale, as well as all of the brands: 

Hyster-Yale, new UTILEV, Bolzoni, Nuvera. And then when you're done today, you can take it home and use it for 

your pleasure for reading and any other things you'd like. 

 

Also, in front of you is a hard copy of the presentation. You will see that there is one single page out which is our 

agenda today. As we were doing our run-through, I realized that I had a couple of people mixed up in the order, 

so I printed off new copies for everybody. And then lastly, I've put out a valuation form, if you would be so kind as 

to fill those out before you leave and just leave them on the back table, that would be fantastic. 

 

One other thing, as we get into the presentation in the book that you have, if you are following along, when you 

get to slides 114 and 115, those are now slides 116 and 117, they flipped spots. So, I just didn't want anybody to 

be confused. 
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All right. And with that, this is our standard Safe Harbor, and I'm going to let you all read it. I don't want to read it 

to you, but it's up there and it's in your book. And then, I will quickly tell you about who you will be hearing from, 

and then in Al's presentation, he will give you an overview of what everybody will be talking about. 

 

So, Al Rankin, our Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer of Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, the public 

company, will be leading us off. Colin Wilson, our President and Chief Executive Officer of Hyster-Yale Group, the 

Operating Company, will follow. And then, we have Rajiv Prasad, Chief Product and Operations Officer; Tony 

Salgado, Senior Vice President of our JAPIC segment, which is Japan, Asia Pacific, India and China. And then 

around 10:15 or so, we'll have a small break and we'll do Q&A with those gentlemen. And then following the 

break, Roberto Scotti, President and Chief Executive Officer of Bolzoni will speak; Jon Taylor, President and 

Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera; Ken Schilling, our Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer. And then, 

Al Rankin will come back up to give some closing comments, and then we'll open up the floor again for questions. 

 

For those participating on the webcast, we have an e-mail for you to send in any questions you might have, just 

send it to ir@hyster-yale.com. And if you could, put in the subject line Investor Day question, that way I don't 

overlook an e-mail. 

 

And then with that, I'll turn it over to Al. Thank you. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 

Thanks, Christie, and good morning to all of you. I'd like to provide a little overview for the beginning of our 

presentation. I think all of you are reasonably familiar with Hyster-Yale. We're composed of three highly 

interrelated businesses. There is our core forklift truck business, and we have a Fuel Cell business, which 

enables us to provide an offering as we look to the future of power systems which we think are going to be critical 

over the long term, and our Attachment business which helps us to reinforce the core business by helping us 

provide more detailed solutions for customers so that we can meet their needs in great detail. 

 

First a quick overview of the business. I think all of you know that we're one of the leading, globally integrated full-

line manufacturers. We have a very broad array of solutions and they're designed to meet very detailed needs of 

our customers. The core Lift Truck business has revenue of about $2.8 billion, $70 million of net income, EBITDA 

of $168 million. A very high return on capital employed on a net debt basis of over 20% and a relatively low net 

debt of $23 million. 

 

At Nuvera, there are very limited sales and that of course reflects the fact that it's a start-up business which is 

commercializing a proven technology and it generated a net income – a net loss of $28 million in the last 12 

months. And then we have our Attachment business, Bolzoni, with $186 million in sales, $4.3 million in net 

income taking into account all of the acquisition accounting, so it has EBITDA of about $18 million. Its return on 

capital is relatively low at this point which, of course, reflects a very substantial goodwill that is involved in that 

business. Has its own – some of its own debt, about $30 million. 

 

If you look at the sales by segment: the Americas is by far the largest portion of our core Lift Truck business; 

Europe, Middle East and Africa, about 25%; and Japan, Asia Pacific, India and China, about 6%; Bolzoni, 5%. 

 

If you look at units sold, we are the number four in the industry. We have a very large installed base that drives 

parts sales. We have over 830,000 units at the end of 2017 in the population. We sell over 95,000 lift trucks over 

the last 12 months. 89,000 of those are in our Hyster-Yale plants, 6,000 of them were produced by a joint venture, 
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our joint venture in Japan or other third parties, and an additional 6,800 and it over and above the 95,000 were 

sold in Japan by our joint venture. 

 

If you look at our worldwide sales, 48% are internal combustion engine sales, 29% electric units. And the two of 

those at 70% make up the core Lift Truck business, Bolzoni is about 5%. And then, we have aftermarket in our 

core business of 13%, and sales, (sic) [service] (00:07:51) rental and miscellaneous at 5%. 

 

We participate in a broadly diversified group of end markets, the largest is food and beverage. And you can see 

that there are several other major end markets that are very varied that range from 10% to 15%. We sell largely 

through independent dealers, 83% of our sales, but national accounts in our Lift Truck business account for about 

17%. Those are sales to the very large companies around the world. We sell direct, but our dealers, of course, 

are very much involved in those sales as well, particularly in the installation, service and providing parts to them. 

 

We've been on a positive profitability trend in 2007 at the peak of the last cycle, we were about 2.1%. In the last 

12 months, that's increased to 3.8%, but it still leaves us with a gap of 3.2% to the target that I'm going to talk a 

little bit about later on in the presentation. 

 

We have a very broad global footprint in North America, Europe and the Asia Pacific area. There is a mix of 

activities in developed and emerging markets. Generally speaking, we fabricate and assemble in the market of 

sale, but we have core manufacturing plants in North America, Mexico, Brazil and Italy, the Netherlands, Northern 

Ireland, in Japan, the Philippines, China and Vietnam. So it is clearly a worldwide business, and there are many 

supporting facilities as well. 

 

Christi indicated to you who our presenters were going to be. After me, Colin Wilson will give us an overview of 

the market trends and strategy in our business. And he will particularly focus on two of our core strategies, being 

a leader in independent distribution and being a leader in the delivery of industry and customer-focused solutions. 

Rajiv will talk about our strategy to be a low cost of ownership and enhanced productivity for our customers, and 

provide that to them. Tony Salgado will talk about our focus on growth in emerging markets. Roberto will review 

our activities that are designed to make us a real leader in the Attachment business. And Jon Taylor will talk 

about our Fuel Cell business and our expectations and plans for being a leader in that business. Ken Schilling will 

provide a financial overview, and I'll make some concluding remarks. 

 

I'll sort of start the substantive discussion by noting that a core to our approach to our business is to have a long-

term focus. We're not short-term oriented, and we're investing for the future. There are several key perspectives 

that I want to emphasize that I think will help put our longer term perspective in focus. First, we believe that global 

markets will be strong for the next several years. We have core lift truck programs that are aimed to trigger 

greater organic growth through intensified industry focus. We're making investments to expand our product and 

solutions portfolio and the geographic breadth and depth of our activities. And while Nuvera is a venture business 

with developed technology now, our objective is to breakeven by late 2019. 

 

Our philosophy is not just long term. When we talk about our long-term philosophy, we're talking about several 

things: First, our commitment to long-term growth in the businesses that I identified, which we believe are 

reinforcing each other. We encourage long-term shareholders. We think that, that is basically the best way to 

participate in the opportunities of our business and to gain the full potential payoff since long-term growth 

programs are very difficult to pinpoint exactly when they will pay off. So being a long-term shareholder we think 

can be very beneficial. 
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We focus, in addition to having long-term shareholders, to ensuring that the right mechanisms are in place when 

times are difficult in a cyclical business by having shareholder protection features that really protect our 

shareholders. If times are difficult, we expect all of our senior managers, indeed all of our employees generally to 

share in the difficulties of the downturn in terms of their incentive compensation and general compensation. 

 

I particularly note that our senior management is incentivized as long term in the same way that long-term 

shareholders are. We have an unusual long-term incentive program. The amount of the long-term incentive 

generally is based on our – in total on the performance against targets in our businesses. And then, about 35% of 

that is paid in cash, the remainder is paid in stock. The cash is enough to pay the tax and the employees are 

required to keep those shares for up to 10 years. So they take a very long-term perspective on how to build the 

business. And we hope that, that will lead to and expected to lead to an increase in our shareholder value by 

really focusing on reinvesting a significant portion of our cash in the core businesses that we have so that we can 

generate greater long-term returns as time goes along. 

 

We've had a 7% operating profit target for some time, and we are committed to that. And basically, the sort of 

simple overview of that is that with adequate volume growth, the Lift Truck business can get to that 7% and 

maintain a return on total capital employed of 20% or more. 

 

Now, how does that volume get generated? What is the economic leverage that drives it? It basically involves 

economies of scale that are being played out at all points along the value chain. If you start in the upper-left, if you 

have worldwide distribution which is strong, it can help drive market share and especially if you have geographic 

and product balance around the world, if you have enough volume, the more volume you have, the more of the 

volume, economies of scale. They play out in many different areas of our business: design, component 

commonality, supply chain, manufacturing, quality, marketing, parts, infrastructure, and capital requirements. 

 

In fact, it's hard to find an area of our core business that is not driven by economies of scale. If you have been 

doing this for an extended period of time, you develop a large lift truck population and that leads to strong parts 

and service business for both us as the OEM and for our dealers. And that in turn makes the dealers profitable 

relative to their competitors and us profitable relative to ours, and allows us both to reinvest in what amounts to a 

virtuous circle. 

 

We have six core strategies that are designed to help us achieve that target. They're all in place and the 

presenters are going to be talking about all of those as I indicated in some – one of the earlier slides. We want to 

– but I'll do it, I'll reinforce those by going over them again. We want to be a leader in the delivery of industry and 

customer focused solutions. We think that detailed attention to customer needs is the real way to gain position in 

the marketplace. But in doing that, we want to have a low cost of ownership and enhanced productivity for our 

customers, we want to be a leader in independent distribution in order to put these products and solutions at low 

cost in the hands of our customers, we want to do this around the world, but strengthen our position significantly 

in emerging markets. And we want to be a technological leader in fuel cells and their applications because we 

think that the drive for new power systems is going to be very substantial as we look to the future and that fuel 

cells will be a key one of those motive power systems. And then to reinforce our solutions business, we want to 

be a leader in the Attachment business by building further on the leadership position that we already have. 

 

And we do have some corporate themes that underline those six core strategies. They really infuse everything we 

do. There's innovation and a commitment to a quality culture. We have cost leadership which allows us to be in an 

effective and highly competitive pricing leadership position. We think that we have to reinforce our physical 

products with a whole menu of services that can help meet the customers' requirements. And, of course, you can't 
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do all of these things without having a really effective team of people, and we want to develop the capabilities that 

we think are going to drive the business in the future. 

 

So, in summary, we want to get to approximately $3.9 billion in core Hyster-Yale Lift Truck segment irrespective 

of industry size, and we want to maintain the return on total capital employed of over 20%. We want to do that by 

gaining significant share, leveraging the technology accelerators, which particularly Rajiv is going to talk about, 

and our business acquisitions. All of that should fill up our existing assembly lines and will be producing 115,000 

Hyster-Yale factory trucks. And that'll be coupled with moving Bolzoni up toward a 7% operating profit margin and 

getting Nuvera to breakeven by late 2019 and then to more along the lines of target profitability after that. 

 

That really gives us an overview, and Colin is going to take us through the first major section of our presentation. 

Colin? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 

Morning, everybody. So I want to talk about the market where we compete around the world, what's happening 

with the market and the trends that we're seeing. And then, Al has already outlined our strategies, how do our 

strategies address the changing landscape that we see. So, some key perspectives, Al has already said that we 

expect the industry to remain strong. We may see some dips in particular geographies over the next few years, 

but in aggregate, we expect global industry to remain strong. We're seeing significant shifts, however, in the 

customer base, and [ph] really (00:21:13) describe those in a moment. 

 

We're seeing strong growth in emerging markets. And that's one of the reasons why we're seeing a secular shift 

in product mix, and by secular shift we mean it's a steady movement over time, it's not cyclical, it's not seasonal, 

it's a steady movement over time from one type of product predominance to another type of product 

predominance. So the growth in emerging markets is part of the driver. We're also seeing the electrification of lift 

trucks being another driver because of environmental concerns. And also, if we think about the shape of the 

developed economies, such as the United States and large parts of Western Europe, they shift away from the 

investment in manufacturing to more into distribution and warehousing, and again, that drives the demand for 

different types of products, which is contributing towards the secular shift. 

 

We're seeing a rise of enabling technologies such as all of the LIDAR and the automation and the telematics, and 

that is offering customers solutions to help them solve their problems. And again, it's helping to contribute towards 

the shift in the type of products and the specification of products being purchased, and our strategies address this 

changing landscape. 

 

So let's take a look at the market. Top-left on this chart is the global market for lift trucks. Back in 2013, we broke 

through the million truck barrier for the first time, and it's entirely feasible, we'll see a 1.5 million truck market in 

2018. Bottom-left, we see the North American, which is our core market. The North American retail truck market 

going all the way back to 1972. So this looks at the quarterly demand, and you can see the black line, in the 

middle here is the median line, and the blue and the red line are sort of the upper and lower limits because it is a 

cyclical market. And we did break through that upper limit, which we've done in the past at the back end of 2017, 

but then fell back within that limit in 2018. 

 

And over the next few years, it's possible we may see a sort of a slight downturn, but it will be a downturn that will 

still have a sort of relatively high level compared to where we've been in previous years. And so, we don't expect 

it to be ever onwards and upwards, but we do expect the market to be very strong over the next several years. 

Top-right is the geographic spread of – again, this is global lift truck demand. And the biggest [ph] theater 
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(00:23:55) is, what we call, the JAPIC. Christie has already said that's Japan, Asia Pacific, India and China [ph] 

theater (00:24:01) which is – you can see, China 28%, Japan at 6%, and Asia Pacific at 7%, so combined 41% of 

the market with China being the single largest market – single market in the world. 

 

We've then got Europe, Africa, Middle East at 36% of demand, and then the Americas which is our core at 23%. 

So clearly, our strength is built on the Americas market, to a lesser degree Europe. But this slide emphasizes the 

need to make sure that we have a stronger presence and a developing presence in those developing markets. 

 

And then the bottom-right hand side is the lift truck demand by product type. Now, you can see on these two pie 

charts here, the one on the left are the – from the WITS numbers, it's a split by type of product. The thing when 

you're looking at market share by volume is a $2,000 pallet truck and a $600,000 to $700,000 container handling 

truck, both count as one. Well, we'd like to count a lot more of the more expensive trucks than the little trucks. And 

a lot of the increase in demand in recent years, and you'll see that in a later slide, has come from the growth of 

the Class 3 and more and more of these cheaper, lesser specification Class 3 trucks. 

 

So the bottom-right hand side shows the lift truck industry by value, and it's an estimation, but it's an estimation 

based on, we believe, very solid assumptions. So a lot of the IC engine market is 36% by volume, the IC engine 

Class 5, I should add maybe it's a Class 4, but the Class 5 is 36% by volume, it's 55% by value, so still the most 

important segment, and that is at the heart of our strength. The Class 1 market which is the counterbalanced 

electric trucks, 17% by volume, 19% by value. Class 2, which is the – now our warehousing products, 10% by 

volume and 12% by value. 

 

If you look at Class 3 and, again, as people talk about being number one, two, three, four, five in the world, they 

tend to look at by volume. Class 3 is 35% by volume, but only 10% by value. So, again, it's not all trucks are equal 

and you have to be very cautious when talking about market share numbers. 

 

This is a very busy slide, but it addresses the question where are we in the economic cycle. The top three charts 

on the screen here what we call our Americas market, and it looks at the three-month rate of change and the six-

month rate of change in the market. And the blue line is the three month and the red line is the 12 month rate of 

change. And you can see in every case, we're seeing growth, both three month and 12 month. 

 

The middle three are our Europe, Middle East and Africa markets and the same thing. Middle East and Africa, a 

little bit – it has been a little bit bumpy of late, but still we're seeing a slightly positive trend there, but very strong 

growth in Western Europe and Eastern Europe. And then the bottom three are the JAPIC elements, so Asia 

excluding China and Japan, Japan and then China. If you look at the China growth here, maybe as you can't see 

the indices, but that's a 12-month moving average growth of over 40%. So very, very strong markets. 

 

I mentioned the shift in the customer base. We are seeing an industry shift away from manufacturing to 

warehousing and distribution, that's on the top-left. On the bottom-left, we're seeing an application shift. Still a lot 

of movement of pallets within warehouses, but we're seeing significant increases in order picking to do with the 

Internet economy. So that's causing the demand for different types of products. 

 

Top-right, within industries, we're seeing products shift. One of our core industries is in the paper. While there's 

less newsprint, there's less hard paper, but there's more tissue. So demand in the paper industry is robust, but it's 

robust for a different type of product than maybe it was being sold 10 years ago. And then we're seeing a shift 

because of this geographic shift. So here we have two similar applications: handling wood products. On the left-

hand side, you see a premium truck in a heavy-duty application, on the right you see a utility truck doing basically 

the same job, but at different intensity levels. 
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This is looking at the market through a different lens. And what this does, it looks at the cumulative annual growth 

rates by region. So we're looking at a three-year perspective and a 10-year view. So U.S. and Canada, you can 

see over the last 10 years, it's grown by 3.4% cumulatively, annual cumulative over that period of time, and a 

significant pickup in demand over the past three years running at almost 7% growth. Western Europe in the 

middle of the picture here, very strong over the last 3 years, but less strong when looked at over 10-year 

perspective. 

 

Africa, and Middle East, obviously there are some troubles there but with the price of oil and some of the unrest or 

they've actually seen a decline over the past three years, but almost the same level of growth over the past 10 

years as Western Europe. Europe and Japan and sort of we've seen an uptick in demand in Japan over the past 

3 years, but over 10 years broadly a flat market. The numbers that leap out of the page here when you look at 

Asia and China I mean Asia is a 7.1% growth rate over 10 years, and then China 12.4% cumulative annual 

growth rate over the past 10 years. 

 

So when we talk about emerging markets, we're talking about the Latin American market and Africa and Middle 

East. We're talking about some of the smaller markets, but we're really – we want to put particular focus on Asia 

and that's why we're talking later about our Maximal acquisition really it puts it into perspective those markets are 

continuing to grow and we need to have a stronger presence in those markets. 

 

So, we talk about the secular shift in product mix. If you remember when we were looking at the market early in 

the earlier slide and we said the IC engine market was 36%. Here on the right hand side, so I keep saying IC 

engine, but I mean the Class 5 market you see the Class 5 market here was 36% but half of that market 18% is 

crosshatched and the crosshatch means it's the Utility product, broadly trucks coming out of China. And the other 

18% what we call our standard and premium products more western build product. 

 

And you look back 10 years ago, you can see the IC or the Class 5 market was 42%, but the Standard and 

Premium segment of the market was 32% and the Utility market was 10%, but Class 5. So over a 10-year period 

the Class 5 market has come from 42% to 36% of the total, but the Standard and Premium has gone from 32% 

down to 18%, and the Utility has gone up from 10% to 18%, so again, a significant shift in the type of products 

being sold on a global basis. 

 

The Class 3 market 10 years ago was 27%. Today it's 34%. So more of the pie is being sold by Class 3 or is 

being served by Class 3 product. 10 years ago the Utility segment really didn't exist but now it represents 5% of 

the total. And this number here is growing and continuing to grow and it's being served by a new breed of lower 

cost, lower specification trucks coming out of China and we see that trend continuing into the future. 

 

There's really not much to talk about with Class 1 and Class 2. You know there still isn't a great utility market for 

Class 1 and Class 2, but it is starting to grow. And but you can see the electric market has sort of declined a little 

– Class 1 market has declined a little bit over the past 10 years. And the Class 2 market has more or less say 

declined in relative terms because we're talking about percentages of the total and Class 2 was broadly flat from 

2007 through 2017. So, lots of moving parts and not all lift trucks are equal. Not all lift trucks are of equal value. 

So what we need to make sure that as a set of strategies we're addressing where the market's moving to. We 

want to capture our fair share of the high-value segments, but we also want to make sure that we have a robust 

strategies for winning in the Utility segments. 

 

My last slide is I'm talking about sort of trends in the market and what's happening in the market is really 

surrounds the emerging technologies, workforce availability is a big issue for many companies particularly 
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customers in the advanced territories are looking for how can I do the work with less operators or no operators 

that's driving the demand for automation. The concern about the environment and the legislation around the 

environment means there is more demand for alternative energy solutions and the electrification of trucks. 

 

And then customers drive for productivity, they want faster response and lower costs. They're driving with these 

enabling technologies that it's enabling Hyster-Yale and the industry to meet the needs of that market with by 

leveraging the technologies that are available out in the marketplace. 

 

So I'll talk about the virtuous circle around the right hand side – around the outside of this chart and then we have 

our strategies which fit within the virtuous circle which is meant to propel which are designed to propel the 

volume. And I'm going to talk about two of them here; leaders in independent distribution and then the leader in 

delivery of industry and customer-focused solutions. 

 

First of all our distribution, this is we're unique. We're the only major manufacturer – I'd say we're unique in the lift 

truck world. And we're very similar to Caterpillar in the construction world, but we believe in the independent 

distribution model. We want our dealers to be independent. We're two way exclusive with our dealers, we're 

exclusive to them, they're exclusive to us. If you are a Hyster-Yale dealer, you do not represent competing 

brands. We want you to be entrepreneurial. We worked very hard to create the environment here to be profitable. 

Profitability is our dealers' responsibility, but we want to create the environment whereby good dealers can be 

highly profitable. We want our partners to be committed and then we want our – we will allow our dealers to be on 

the dual line representing Hyster-Yale or single line in a territory and clearly we don't have our dealers competing 

against each other. 

 

We work very hard at enhancing our dealers' performance. We went our dealers to be dealers of excellence, our 

dealers of distinction. We have two different programs for our two brands. We offer tremendous support 

packages, tremendous incentives for our dealers to succeed. We do have term based contracts in the main, 

which basically allows us to ensure that our dealers are always performing at the appropriate level. 

 

On the right hand side of the bottom, we say strengthening the distribution footprint, continuously we want organic 

strengthening within our dealerships, but also we encourage our dealers to make in-territory acquisitions to buy 

out competing dealers and then integrate them into their businesses and convert that business over to Hyster-

Yale. And then we also look at best-in-class competitive dealers, who want to be part of the Hyster-Yale family 

that we somehow merge into our networks to further strengthen our footprint. 

 

Every day we have over 2,000 application consultants interfacing with customers over 11,000 technicians, we 

have over a 1,000 locations and the network continues to strengthen as we move forward. 

 

Again, we're the only major manufacturer committed to exclusive and independent distribution. A lot of our 

competitors are buying their distribution up. Now buying the distribution up, means they enjoy the retail benefits of 

interfacing with the customer, but it also means they have to invest very heavily in facilities, in rental fleets, in 

service vans and personnel. So we want to dedicate our dollars – our investment dollars in being the best 

possible manufacturer of lift trucks and fuel cells and attachments possible. 

 

So we support our dealers with great products with high quality marketing. We do sell direct about 18% of our 

volume is sold direct with the full support of our dealers. The dealers really enjoy having population sent into their 

territory, so they're very supportive of our national account program. We have a dealer excellence programs, 

financial services and systems support. And I should say although we have our dealers representing us in the 
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marketplace it's not that we are absent from the retail activity, we have hundreds of people supporting our dealers 

every day, and we have significant direct sales teams working in concert with our dealers. 

 

So, we – because we're not investing in rental fleets and in retail facilities, we enjoy a very high return on total 

capital employed, which is the highest in our peer group, despite having a low operating profit than our peer 

group. And again because we have committed to being independent over the long-term, a successful dealer that 

wants to be in the business for the long-term, we are the natural place for them to gravitate too. Because they 

know that if they take on one of our sort of competitors brands, there's a very high possibilities that they will be 

[ph] different and meditative (00:39:30) in the future that they will – the competitors will look to take them out of 

being in the retail business over time and that is not a threat that happens with the Hyster-Yale and the other 

because we only have – we're exclusive with our dealers. We don't have to compete for our dealers business per 

se. We have to work at being excellent, but every dollar we spend with our dealers we know we're going to 

indirectly get the benefit of because they're dedicated to us and not representing competing brands as well as our 

own brand. 

 

Our own teams are incentivized on retail sales wherever possible. We're not interested in stuffing our dealers with 

trucks. We want them -we want to measure a sale when the dealer sells a truck to the end users. We want our 

dealers to be customer-obsessed with intimate local knowledge and we want them to continue to invest. So we 

want them to be profitable and to continue to invest in that business because as they get stronger we get 

stronger, because that business comes back to us. 

 

Second strategy, I'll talk about is leadership in delivering industry and customer-focused solutions. I mean we 

have a very comprehensive product line-up. Many of you may have seen this slide before but over 290 different 

truck models available, we have a full range of power options although we own a fuel cell company. We offer a full 

range of lead acid batteries and lithium ion solutions. When it comes to the engine side, we have LPG, we have 

diesel, we have CNG. What we want to do is make sure that we exactly match our product offering to the needs 

of the customer. 

 

A broad range of attachments through the acquisition of Bolzoni. To many customers, the attachment is the most 

important thing they buy, this is what handles their goods. The lift truck just happens to be what moves that 

attachment around the factory floor and we believe in Bolzoni we have a company that produces high quality 

products and as you'll hear from Roberto later working very much along the same philosophy as Hyster-Yale in 

terms of these designing products to meet particular and individual customer's needs. 

 

Rajiv is going to go more into the product side of this strategy in his presentation, or his segment next. I want to 

talk about our go-to-market strategy and how we're changing our focus from going to market as a warehouse 

company and a counterbalance company and a big truck company to going to market to address the needs of the 

logistics segment, the food and beverage industry, the manufacturing industry, natural resources and materials. 

 

What you see here is a depiction of demand in North America and we have similar charts for the other regions of 

the world. But this is a depiction of the demand for North America and we have eight verticals I mean they are in 

bold, government is on the top right hand side it's a little bit small, but we call that its own vertical. So the logistics 

vertical as we call it as four segments, a warehousing segment, a trucking segment which further divides into full 

load and less than full load trucking. We have transportation services and we have intermodal. So the needs of 

customers for lift trucks in those segments are all different, but they're generally similar within a segment. 

 

The color coding here is the green of the segment they're more warehouse orientated and the red are the 

segments the more counterbalance orientated is the segment. So the change in strategy that we have or the 
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change in our approach to the go-to-market is instead of going to market with warehouse products, 

counterbalance products and big trucks, we're going to market as a logistics solutions provider, with specific 

solutions to address the warehousing segment, the trucking segment, the transportation segment, the Intermodal 

segment as an example. 

 

So there is 34 segments within these eight verticals we're going to market basically to address the needs of 

customers in those 34 segments. It's a major shift in the way we go-to-market, and also it's driving some 

incremental SG&A that we've talked about in our earnings calls. From a marketing perspective in our marketing 

department, we have now a dedicated department to address the requirements of what we need to be doing in 

order to be successful in these 34 segments within these eight verticals. 

 

These teams are being populated with experts in the industry verticals, they are developing the plans, the 

segment plans, they're identifying the customers – or the key customers because within each of these segments 

more or less the 80/20 rule applies by 20% of the customers is 80% of the demand. So who are the key 

customers in these 34 segments within the eight verticals? 

 

Identifying what are the key industry drivers? And what are the solutions that we have or need in the future in 

order to meet the requirements of customers in these segments? And then making sure that we articulate clearly 

what we need to be doing in order to win segment by segment. 

 

So that's a sort of a marketing piece. I want to move now to the selling piece. And again this is a depiction of the 

industry in North America. We have similar depictions for Europe, Middle East and Africa and the JAPAC region. 

 

If you look at the top of this triangle there were about 200 accounts led by 60,000 lift trucks a year representing 

25% of the market. And that's where our national accounts team spend their energies addressing. There is this 

middle band which we call industry leaders, which were an additional 1,600 accounts that represent 40% of the 

market. And then we have the rest of the market which is the 1G, 2G, 5G, 10G customers that represent 35% of 

the market. 

 

And on the right hand side you'll see a sort of a meter showing that we have very high share with the top buyers 

and we have very high share with the smaller users, but we have weaker share in this middle segment. 

 

Now why do we have weaker share in this middle segment? Well because we don't have them addressed by the 

National Account team and yet maybe is it too big for our dealers to adequately handle. So let's just look at the 

top of the triangle first. Our National Account team we have 30 people, account managers we already have this 

team segmented by industry. They're committed to working with the customers and our dealers in order to serve 

the needs of these top 200 accounts. Again 60,000 units addressed and we have high market share and you 

know they're out with customers every single day of the week. 

 

But as I mentioned at the bottom, our dealers are addressing the rest of the market. They do handle around about 

300 of these industry leader accounts, 300 of the 1,600 but that still leaves 1,300 of these industry leader 

accounts that are not adequately supported. This is our daily support team. We do have almost 200 people in 

North America alone working with our dealers. They're area business managers, they're financial services people, 

they're aftermarket people, they service people, so approximately 200 people supporting our dealers every day. 

But what we're now doing in order to address this middle of the market where we're investing in a completely new 

industry sales team. 
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So this is brand new 2018. And it's a team that's aimed at addressing those 1,300 accounts of the industry leader 

accounts that we're not doing business with today. We're starting the team up with basically a total team of 25 

people, that's largely populated. We're still doing some recruitment but it's about two thirds populated and we 

expect to complete the recruitment soon. We're putting these people through an extensive training program. Many 

of them already have the industry expertise but we're putting them through intensive training nonetheless and we 

want these people to work with our dealers to identify the needs of these large industry leader accounts, the 1,300 

accounts that we're not doing business with today. 

 

They will sell direct if the dealer is not able or capable or willing they will be selling direct with alongside our 

dealers, but the whole idea is I'll use the analogy we want to teach our dealers to fish. We want to work, get the 

accounts and develop the accounts and then have our dealers step in and work to mature those accounts over 

time. And then working to make sure that we have 1,300 account development plans creating robust why 

change? Why now? Why us? messaging. 

 

So this is a significant investment where – as we talked about our marketing department earlier, we're adding 

incremental resources within the marketing department to support this strategy, and then we're investing very 

heavily in this new industry sales team and that is as we talk about the increase in our SG&A, this is really the 

major driver behind that increase. 

 

This is my last slide in this segment of the presentation here today. This is a grade we used to say where are we 

in our relationships with our customers. We have a fewer negative relationships because of things that have 

happened over time. We have non-relationship, we have alternative, we're competitive. We have preferred and 

we have partner and our goal is always to try to improve our relationship with our customers. Ideally everybody is 

a partner, everybody is – were participating a 100% in that business and getting a 100% closure. We do have 

some of those customers today, but we wish we had more, but the whole idea of this team of the 25 people that 

we've put in place initially is to drive ourselves up in this matrix and lead to increased volume over time. 

 

So that's the end of my segment. And I would like to introduce a Rajiv, that will talk about delivering low cost of 

ownership and enhanced productivity for customers. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Rajiv Prasad 
Chief Product & Operations Officer, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 

Thank you, Colin. Good morning. So, I'm Rajiv Prasad. I lead our Product and Operational Groups within the 

company. And Colin talked to you about two strategies that we're pursuing for growth, I'll focus on low cost of 

ownership and how we serve our customers' productivity needs. But in that context, I'll show you how we're 

developing new products and solutions to enhance our capabilities in that area. So I'll start off by just touching on 

what do we mean by low cost of ownership and what elements are involved in it? 

 

And here's a simple model of on the pie chart of the elements that make up cost of ownership and of course the 

largest element is the operator. And fuel and the service and repair of the trucks are about equal for this model. 

And then finally it's the cost of the truck, which could either represent depreciation while you own the truck or if 

you rent or lease it then if the lease rate. Those are the primary elements that make up our cost of ownership and 

then you can see in the charts to the right how we've broken them down. 

 

So if I just move forward, it starts with the product then as Al and Colin have already touched on we have a wide 

range of products starting with a simple low cost pallet truck moving all the way up to port equipment which can 

be several hundreds of thousands of dollars. But we don't only have a wide set of products, we also have a pretty 

good depth and the depth comes from for the primary volume areas of our market we have premium products, 
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standard products, and utility products just to make sure that we have the right solution for the right application for 

our customers. 

 

So, everything is based on the trucks, but then we have additional product and non-product solutions. A product 

solution would be something like telemetry, which allows our customers to get a deeper understanding of what is 

happening with their products and their application. And the non-product solution could be our financing with our 

partners. So, those represent a type of solutions we can create. 

 

But ultimately we're driven by this very simple equation. So we want to create customer value and how does that 

happen. Well on the numerator we think about the productivity needs of our customers. What is the customer 

trying to do with the lift truck, what is their material handling needs and the key word there is need is not want. It's 

not kind of an overview of what they do. 

 

The way we understand needs is we work with our customer partners to go into their operation start to measure 

the critical metrics that that drive it. And from that get a set of requirements. And then the new – the denominator 

is the cost of operating trucks and people to satisfy those functional needs they have. So that's the equation that 

we use to understand the value for our customers and create additional value. 

 

As we do that we start to get a sense for the trend some of which Collins already touched on, but also a gap in 

our own offering and maybe emerging need that our customers have and we create products to fill those gaps. 

And as we've been talking to you over the last few years we did understand that we had a gap – some gaps in the 

warehouse range and you can see we've been putting some new products in place or upgrading products to 

satisfy and fill those gaps. Similarly, on the port equipment side, we have a comprehensive range of products, but 

we felt this need to create a product that specifically satisfied port operators need to handle containers. 

 

Our ReachStacker, our premium ReachStacker not only does this, but can also fulfill needs for a wider set of 

customers all the way from handling in a blade for a windmill to containers in a port. So we created this very 

customized truck optimized for handling containers in the port is lower cost than our premium product and you 

know so that – and it's doing very well in the marketplace. 

 

But I want to take the XT/MX range which we launched a couple of years ago to give you – really dig into how 

when you can satisfy a need it helps grow our business. The XT/MX is our standard range of 2 ton to 3.5 ton 

internal combustion or ICE trucks. We have – so we participated in this market in the past primarily by having our 

FT/VX, this is our premium set of product this is what we use to serve the market. We then created this utility 

product with a partner to take care of the lighter end of the market requirements. 

 

But as we started to work with customers, get closer to them we saw this expanding need for this or we call heart 

of the market. Customers who are in the rental business, retail business, maybe light manufacturing who are – 

use the truck for 1,500 hours to 2,000 hours and really need a lower cost truck, but capable truck. And we created 

this product to fill that gap. And the product from our understanding of the need, we created the right product at 

the right price. We benchmarked it against other standard providers and it meets all those requirements and does 

very well has some advantages in productivity, energy efficiency, and it's not just us who recognize it, Plant 

Engineering Magazine recognized one of the models as their product of the year for 2017. 

 

So it's the right product for the right application, with the right value, and when you can do that you see market 

growth, and this is the gray line is the market over the last couple of years, how the market's grown, and the 

orange line or the yellow line is our market share, and you can see we are growing faster than the market. So 
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when you can get the right product with the right solution to the right customer you grow. And this is what we're 

starting to learn as we get more focused on industries, and then within those industries with key customers. 

 

So, if you remember the biggest chunk of our cost of ownership pie is the operator, and we've recognized this for 

a long time because you can see here automation was part of our portfolio a long time ago in the 1980s. We 

created a dedicated truck for automated operation. At that time, we didn't have the right cost for sensors, the 

electronics was from a cost point of view a significant part of the solution and we didn't had the right 

communication systems for that product to be sustainable. And within a few years, we terminated that product 

because we didn't feel it was the right solution at the right time. But as you know, we've driven by automotive and 

other industries. These sensors have become much, much better value and more capable. We've created the 

right electronics and the software capability and the communication systems to be able to offer automation at the 

right price with the right capability for our customers and where we are going as a lift truck maker is creating these 

what we call dual mode or automated trucks. What I mean by dual mode is one mode is automated so they can 

function by themselves, but also if for some reason you need an operator to drive it the flick a switch and now 

they can operate it as a manual truck. That gives our customers a lot of flexibility in their operations. And that's the 

path we are going with our automation strategy. 

 

And the way we are going to market with automation is really in two or three ways. The key thing is for the short 

term we're creating partnerships and here in the middle we've got a partner Balyo where we've taken a strategic 

ownership position. We've got a seat on the board which we can help them develop their strategies and their 

implementation, and they're a key partner for us as we start to automate some of our customers' applications. On 

the right, we have another partner that we've developed a reach truck – automated reach truck with working 

closely with a consumer product company. And then on the left working with on more traditional suppliers we're 

creating an internal solution for automation. We have a dedicated center in the UK that's working with our key 

suppliers, and within a couple of years we'll have our own solution for automation. And long term, we see taking 

all these approaches to automating our trucks is a key trend in our marketplace. So, if you remember, that's the 

biggest quadrant. 

 

The next quadrant was energy. So, what's happening in the energy area, the best thing you can do to improve 

your cost of ownership depending on the application you have is electrify. That's why electrification is a strong 

trend. Once traditionally if you electrified you move from an internal combustion engine with either diesel or LP to 

lead-acid batteries. Well, lead-acid battery requires an infrastructure for charging, for watering, for changing 

battery pack. And not all of our customers had the space or the desire to put that type of capability in. Lithium-ion 

batteries solve a number of those problems. And in fact, we are one of the first providers of lift trucks to release a 

lithium-ion solution which was UL certified for our pallet trucks. What lithium-ion gives you is faster charging, in 

fact depending on the application it can be twice as fast as lead-acid batteries and in fact getting faster all the 

time. You [ph] cannot (01:02:48) use it for opportunity charging and it gives you a long run time within a steady 

productivity. And we've had it in place. 

 

Over the last few years, we've been testing many lithium-ion chemistries and architectures in our applications. 

And where we are in the marketplace today is we have created some partnerships with lithium-ion battery box 

replacement producers and we're working jointly with them to offer solutions for electric trucks, which have a 

battery box compartment to provide replacement lithium-ion battery packs for applications for industries that you 

see there. In parallel to that, internally, we've been working with more traditional lithium-ion module suppliers to 

create integrated solutions for lithium-ion trucks, and this is a soon-to-come-to-market 9-ton lithium-ion product, 

and what you can see on the picture here on the left is a lithium-ion truck and on the right is our internal 

combustion engine truck. And the only way you can tell the difference is this thing here which is the exhaust. But 

apart from that, these trucks have the same productivity, but of course one is zero emission and the other one 
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uses carbon fuel, and that's our path to moving forward with lithium-ion, create battery box replacement with 

partners and create integrated solutions with traditional suppliers. 

 

Fuel cells, Jon will talk more about where we are in our fuel cell development evolution, but I'll touch on it from a 

lift truck point of view. We think fuel cell – the way we think on the lift truck side about fuel cells is a battery that 

you can recharge in three to five minutes. How can you do that? You can use – fill the system with hydrogen. 

Hydrogen, we consider it portable electricity, has that little electron and that's easy to dissociate and use to power 

lift trucks. And we think long term it's the right solution for us given the application certainly for high productivity 

applications. 

 

We think it's a key to probably somewhere between 25% and 50% of the lift truck market, particularly ones that 

are applied in multi-shift applications and heavy duty applications. And you can see given the right environment 

that the market can grow, this is the fuel cell population in North America and we can see it's growing rapidly 

because it's the right solution for the type of applications I mentioned. 

 

So we've had battery box replacement solution for a couple of years now from Nuvera and we've launched it with 

our dealers. The strong market demand we've kind of focused the attention on Class 1 trucks, that's a strength for 

us. And we've gone to – we've applied it at about nine sites. We've learnt a huge amount working closely with our 

customers. There are well over 100 units running. We have a strong backlog of customers and potential units, 

and you can see we're working across many industries. 

 

So we're starting to get traction in the marketplace. We've learnt a lot, we've updated our design solutions from 

that learning. And our next generation systems that are coming on over the next couple of years will be much 

more aligned to some of our learning in this process. But it's not just about the battery box replacement which 

really helps the smaller trucks. We're also just like I talked about with lithium-ion where we're creating not only 

battery box replacement units for our more traditional trucks, but also integrated solutions for our larger trucks. 

And you don't get much larger than this as far our portfolio is concerned. This is our largest trucks that we make. 

This is the top pick, but also the same platform creates our reach stacker and we're working in collaboration with 

CARB – the Californian Air Resource Board (sic) [California Air Resources Board] (01:07:31) and some partners 

to create a – some of our customer partners to create a hybrid solution which uses lithium-ion batteries for a 

traction system and uses the fuel cell as a onboard charger to continuously charge the batteries onboard to create 

a solution for our zero emission solution for our largest trucks and our vision is that we will then start to bring 

these down through our medium-sized trucks all the way to our smaller trucks with integrated solution as well as 

battery box replacement solution. 

 

I'll also use big truck as an example of how we're helping customers and how we are achieving lower cost of 

ownership. So there're some product-related things that we're doing such as expanding our warranty systems, so 

soon we'll be going over to two-year, 4,000-hour warranty which gives – for power train systems which provide a 

lot of support for our key customers. But the more important thing is we're using our telemetry solution which 

we've talked to you in the past to understand the applications in more detail of our customers, really understand 

the metrics that are important to our customers and then create solutions that improve those performance metrics. 

 

So, what we've done is put – made telemetry standard depending on region for our big trucks and then using the 

data that's coming out from these reach trucks to understand the key operational metrics. But here, this is looking 

at how much fuel is used to run the truck for an hour or how many picks are done per hour and then you can 

calculate how much fuel you're using per pick. And once you understand those, you could start to take actions 

where customers can modify their application slightly or their operators' behavior slightly to really start to improve 

those metrics. And as we've worked with customers, they've started to recognize the value of this and this is how 
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– Colin talked about going from a provider to a partner. And this is how you start to go from being a provider to a 

partner because now you're creating business solutions for your customers. And this is the way customers are 

starting to see us as a best value solution partner. 

 

So, that's an example of how you can use telemetry to help big truck customers, but we've also used telemetry to 

help all sorts of customers. And here are a couple of examples. In the first one is a customer which was having 

some issues with having incidents in their applications. They had impacts which damaged inventory as well as 

trucks. They added telemetry. We recommended telemetry to them. I think they had over 50 trucks in this 

application. I think by the time we had fitted telemetry to the fourth truck, they had an impact on one of the trucks, 

which had telemetry that took that opportunity because our system can detect when you have an impact and alert. 

They used that as an opportunity to train their operators, inform them that now they had this ability to detect it and 

it started to modify operator behavior. And within six months, they had a 90% reduction in incidents. So, that's one 

way. 

 

Another way is another customer really didn't have a good idea of whether they had the right truck, whether they 

were using it in the right way and we worked with them to put telemetry on their products. From that, we've really 

got a deep understanding of what their application was and that allowed us to advise them on what the right truck 

was for them. Once that was implemented, their downtimes reduced, their productivity improved and they were 

getting better value in their material handling operations. 

 

So those are some examples of the value you can create for your customer using telemetry and you can see what 

happens as a result. This is the annual sales for our telemetry system, which we launched back in 2013. You can 

see that our estimate in it is that in 2018 we'll sell well over 18,000 units and our population now is well over 

50,000 trucks in the field. So these are kind of ways we've been using technology, our solution set to create value 

for our customers and lower their cost of ownership. 

 

But ultimately these technologies, telemetry, data analytics give you ability to really provide our customers with an 

infrastructure that fully connected and data driven. As you can see – as we've talked about, it starts with really 

understanding data around customers' applications. You can do that using telemetry system. You can provide 

them some upfront capability to understand their data, but we can also take that into our own back office. Our 

telemetry system tells us the hours the trucks have operated, if there're any issues with the truck with fault codes, 

and we can get the right service with the right part at the right time to them so that their downtime is minimized. 

 

We can also then create the right power solution with the right power system. We have up Bolzoni with the right 

attachment. Attachments improve productivity for our customers, reduce costs as well as automation. So the right 

supporting product solution and ultimately that leads to lower cost of ownership, and we can prove that through 

analytics, through data to ensure that our customers not only get this value, but understand the value that they're 

getting and start to see us more as a partner than a commodity supplier of lift trucks. 

 

We've always done special trucks and in the past we called that SPED in a special engineering department, but 

we've really transitioned that team over to a new group that we call STE. This is special truck engineering. They 

have product development capability, they have engineers, they have some manufacturing people on the team 

and they also have supply chain and they've created a lean process to take special requirements that our 

customers have, used one of our base platforms to modify it and fulfill that need. This is becoming increasingly 

useful for our customers. And because it creates better value, it allows our customers to create a little subtle 

improvement in productivity in a given industry for them giving them an edge. And so we fully support that. And 

the way you can use this capability, so here's a couple of examples. The first one I'll go through is this paper 

industry. So as you can imagine, in the paper industry, there is a lot of fibers in the air. Because of the amount of 
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airflow we have going through our truck, a lot of those fibers find their way onto the radiators of these trucks. And 

the radiator efficiency drops, as they get coated with fiber. 

 

And in the past, what used to happen is the operator would get off every couple of hours and blow the radiator 

clean off the paper particles and then go back to application. Well, that created some downtime. Our STE team 

working with some of our engineers created a solution, we changed our regular mechanical fan with a hydraulic 

fan which can go on cooling cycle, but it can also reverse itself and blow the radiator out automatically. Using this 

downtime, every two-hour cleanout will stop as well as it kept the truck cooler. And our paper industry customers 

have found this to be a great solution, creates better value for them. They don't have to stop and clean out the 

truck. They can continue working through the shift. So, that's an example of the way we can lower cost of 

ownership, improve productivity. 

 

Another example I'll go through is the steel industry example. So you'll be surprised to see a reach stacker 

functioning in the steel industry and those things you can see dangling are magnets – electromagnets that you 

can turn them into magnets or turn them off, and they'd pick up steel – large steel coils. And using this method 

rather than a forklift truck, we can significantly increase the throughput and the cost it takes to handle these coils 

for our customers. But not only that but as a specific customer, they had another problem which is they were 

limited for space. They had steel coils out there. And if you're storing steel coils in this type of application, you 

have the space for the lift truck, then you have a coil, another row of coils, then you have the aisleway for the lift 

truck. 

 

But using this with this boom system, you can have row of coils, row of coils, row of coils, row of coils. It's a 

multiple rows of coils before you need an aisleway, an aisleway a little bit wider for the reach stacker. This way 

allows them to almost double the storage capacity for their coils and reduce the need for more land for storage. 

So, that's great ways we can help our customers not only operate their trucks but also improve their application. 

 

So you can see we've put a lot of solutions in place over the last few years and we'll intend to continue to do that 

over the next couple of years, but our business model asks for 2.5% of sales to be invested in product 

development. And as you can see, over the last couple of years, we've been exceeding that in terms of putting 

these solutions in place and we think it's the right thing to do. But we will look to, as we get increasing sales and 

you can see that happening in 2018, move to a more efficient architecture, start to use lower cost development 

centers and process optimization. We think we will be able to bring our cost as a percent of sale down to where 

our model needs to be over the next couple of years, improving our overall return on sales. 

 

So just as a summary, we focus on low cost of ownership, but it's really as part of a value proposition in terms of 

productivity and cost of ownership. Al already said we have a global footprint operationally that allows us to 

produce the truck in the right place, buy the components in the right place and have engineers that can think 

globally but act locally. We're moving to modular platforms that give us much more flexibility in creating the right 

solution for our customers. As I said as an example of STE, we have an integrated operational team that works 

closely to create solutions. Our industry-focused, customer-focused application centers allow us to get closer to 

our customer, understand their needs and [ph] clear (01:20:14) their problem ultimately allowing us to focus on 

industry and solve our customers' problem. 

 

So with that, I'll pass you over to Tony who will talk about emerging markets. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Tony Salgado 
Senior Vice President, JAPIC, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 
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Okay. Thank you, Rajiv. Okay. Good morning. My name is Tony Salgado. I'm the Senior Vice President 

responsible for JAPIC region. This morning, what I want to do is cover one of the six key strategies that are 

driving and accelerating our economic engine as Colin and Al both introduced, and also talk to you about some of 

the background of the initiatives and actions we're taking, then in particular if you recall the virtuous cycle are 

going to affect one of the key components of growing share which is to make sure we have a balance in 

geography and in product. 

 

So I'd like to start out by talking about what we mean by mature and emerging markets because we talk a lot 

about that particularly in this strategy. So, mature markets in general are those with, as you can imagine, evolved 

economies, a greater concentration or focus on social issues, those that have a higher concentration of industries 

with high intensity workloads and in general they are looking for technological solutions as Rajiv talked a lot 

about. They're looking for higher levels of productivity. They're looking for a total cost of ownership in their 

purchases and this is driving the products that require or have higher specification and configurations, and they're 

willing to pay a premium price for that. 

 

On the other side of the spectrum, there's a group of markets that we call the emerging markets and they typically 

have lower end economies, developing economies where the focus in these is getting a job done at a very simple 

specification in a market where labor costs are low, infrastructure is typically not well developed and there's a 

strong focus on initial purchase price versus that total cost of ownership. So these are the two sets of markets that 

we generally group the different regions into. And when you look at these, it's important then to say well how do 

we serve these markets. And so this is where the concepts of the premium standard utility products fall in line that 

Rajiv was talking about. 

 

Generally, we see that in the mature markets, the premium products serve those needs of addressing the high-

intensity applications, and driving the total cost of ownership in the end with high ergonomics for the operator and 

driving a premium price. On the other end are these utility trucks, very simple product, simple specifications, a low 

initial cost of purchase and acquisition, and then in between is another growing segment that Rajiv talked about 

and that's a segment that balances the economy of the truck with the performance of the truck, still a focus on 

total cost of ownership, but at the end of the day not necessarily the need for all of the specifications, so puts it in 

a different price point. 

 

We also recognize that there is a segment of trucks that we refer to loosely as the sub-utility, and these are 

products that have a lower standard of design, manufacture and quality, typically delivered by a lower value 

distribution group, and this is a segment that we're not necessarily interested in, but we recognize exists 

particularly in countries like China and India. And so as we move forward, we recognize that this group of utility 

and standard products – the utility products as Colin's one slide noticed have grown over the last 10 years from 

11% to 26% of the market, and the standard products we're finding through our delivery of XT and MX are really 

building a need in the market. So this is an area that we in particular need to focus on. 

 

So when we talk about the mature and emerging markets, if you see the brown-shaded countries here, this 

represents we are identifying as the mature markets in North America, Mexico, Western Europe, Japan, South 

Africa, Australia and New Zealand. These are the countries that of course we enjoy higher market share and 

today we have strong distributions and our products fit very well into the needs of these regions. 

 

On the other hand, you have the emerging markets in the lighter shade of tan that represent about 630,000 units 

or only 44% of the market today. But it's a growing segment. In particular I want to take note that in just China and 

Asia less Japan alone that's 33% or one-third of the market. And as Colin noted, those are the two markets that 
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over the last 10 years have had compounded annual growth rate of 12% and 7% respectively. So there's a real 

opportunity in this region and there's a need for a focus. 

 

To go a little deeper into that to talk about the potential of these markets, we take a look at a measurement that 

we call the forklift density or the number of units sold per million population. And when you look at the darker 

brown again, for our mature markets, you see that we're anywhere between 560 to 840 units per million 

population. So we have a high density level, high usage of forklifts in these mature markets. But then on the other 

hand, when you look at our emerging markets in the light tan, you can see one thing in particular from a 

population side on the left hand side. They represent 87% of the world's population and yet they're only one-tenth 

to one-third of the total forklift usage ratio of the developed markets. So we see this as not an if but when these 

markets are going to develop much like your China market which over the past several years has developed and 

we've seen incredible increases in that market size as a right economic and population inflection points are hit. 

 

Just talk a little bit about what is our competition, what is our market doing to react to this. Well, we see the 

market over the years beginning to focus more on these particular segments of the standard and utility. Our top 

global competitors are giving particular focus by acquisitions and strategic partnerships with companies in the 

Asia region as well as setting up their own R&D operations and manufacturing to produce and export product 

throughout the global markets. 

 

On the other hand, the top Chinese manufacturers are also acting and they're growing in their capabilities for both 

a design, manufacture and delivering the higher quality product, improving the level of specification at delivery in 

their market and starting to creep into the high end utility and standard product offering that they're going to be 

exporting globally. So this is a very important market for us to act in. 

 

Product segmentation in itself has additional benefits for our business. Not only does it help us to position ourself 

to capture share on a global basis, but as Rajiv noted it allows us to deliver the right tool for the right application at 

the right price. This is critical not only to support the industry strategy that Colin was referring to on a global basis, 

but really to allow us to further penetrate in all segments of the market with the right tools. This in turn allows us to 

preserve our margin levels at the standard and premium level products whereas today we might be inclined to sell 

over-specified units into applications because that's what we have to offer. We don't have a product at the right 

level to serve that application in the future as we see some of the approaches that Rajiv was talking about. As we 

grow with initiatives, we'll be able to better serve these different specifications and maintain the margins and 

impact our overall global margins in a positive way. 

 

This in turn also helps with our initiative or one of our key core values of having an independent distribution 

network by providing them the right tools to better serve their markets and penetrate their markets, we can help 

continue to attract the best dealers, maintain, grow and support them so that we can allow them to grow profitably 

and help us grow share. 

 

And then finally, we have an underlying initiative to go to market with a what we call, kind of a modular and a 

scalable approach in manufacturing and design, that's going to allow us to really take away this concept of utility 

standard and premium and allows us to be more continuous and infinite in our ability to configure trucks at the 

right price. By having that, we're going to be able to fully exploit and really make product segmentation a 

competitive advantage for us in the future. 

 

So taking a look at those dynamic factors and how the markets are changing, we assess that there is a significant 

opportunity for us. And looking at just the breakdown of our units sold as a percentage of our business, 18% of 

our product is sold into emerging markets versus 44% of the market actually being emerging market focused. So 
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this represents an opportunity to grow our share in the emerging markets and achieve a greater volume on a 

global basis. 

 

As Rajiv noted, we have today a full breadth of products ranging from our Class 3, a low-end product, all the way 

up to our port equipment. What we have a need to develop further is the depth of our product, down into the 

standard and into the utility segments to better serve those emerging markets that we want to target. In order to 

do this, we need to further develop our capabilities in product development. We have very strong product 

development capabilities at some of the standard and premium product levels. However, when we look at where 

the opportunities lie, it's certainly in the standard for warehouse in big truck as well as the utility counterbalanced 

and warehouse products. 

 

And then finally, we look at our ability to serve these markets today within our three regions. The Americas region 

and the EMEA region have a very strong presence in production and distribution which allows them to effectively 

serve those markets. Whereas in JAPIC, we see a great opportunity to improve that. Today we don't have the 

scale in our current or the current level of presence, to adequately provide the right products at the right price with 

the right lead times to these markets. So that's a great opportunity for us going forward. 

 

So what are we doing about that, what is the action that we're going to take? Well, as you know very well that we 

have recently announced back in December that we're going to be investing in a controlling interest of 75% of 

Zhejiang Maximal Forklift. In addition to that, we've announced that we're going to be establishing a China-based 

emerging market development center. These two initiatives together, along with and complementing the overall 

global strengths that we have in our best practices, are intended to deliver what we see as a low cost global 

manufacturing capability and access to competitive sourcing that's going to help us improve product performance 

and margins not only in our China region, but in the emerging markets and developed markets globally. 

 

Additionally, this is going to help us deliver an enhanced utility and standard product portfolio, growing our 

presence not only in China and the emerging markets, but across the utility and Standard segments globally, 

which is going to just inherently increase our share and drive volume across our global sales divisions. We noted 

in our press release back in December that we expect that this is going to drive accretive earnings in 2020, but 

really be a big factor in our long-term achievement of the 7% operating profit. 

 

So a little bit about Zhejiang Maximal; founded in 2006 it's a full equipment manufacturer of a full line of products. 

Not quite as full as ours, but it is a broad line of products. It has 600 employees and 1.4 million square foot facility 

where they have everything from fabrication, welding, paint to assembly. So it's a full manufacturing operation, 

achievement of $77 million in revenue over – roughly 6,800 units in 2017, delivering a little bit over 4% operating 

profit. The volume is spread out over both domestic sales as well as export sales and it has a globally respected 

product and brand and distribution that in 2017 saw a 13% year-over-year growth in revenue, but also a 25% 

year-over-year growth in bookings. 

 

So, it's a business with a lot of potential and a good fit for us. What I'd like to do real quick, is I've got a short video 

I'll show you, kind of give you a visual profile of the – it is today. 

 

[Video Presentation] (01:34:16-01:36:07) 

 

Okay. So, that's just a quick look and I hope that adds a little color to what it is that Maximal represents as it is 

today. And as we look at it, we put a lot of time and effort into choosing – finding and choosing the right partner in 

China. And part of the reason why we selected Maximal was for their existing product line, they have a healthy 
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utility product line. In particular, they have strengthened the utility counterbalanced product line which is a 

significant portion of the utility product in the market today. 

 

In addition, they do have a big truck range which includes port equipment that is very suitable for the emerging 

markets. And they have two other sets products, rough terrain and side-load forklifts, well, products that we do not 

have in our portfolio today, so these represent opportunities. Furthermore from an organization standpoint, they 

do have all of the key components and a lot of potential with their production facilities as they exist today and they 

do have a good local design capability both with the knowledge of the local needs as well as the ability to design 

at a utility product level. And then finally with brand and distribution, they have an existing network and a strong 

brand represented globally. 

 

On the people side and this is very important, is we believe they have a professional management team, a team 

that's going to stay on board and be part of our plan to going forward. They've created a strong culture of 

customer focus, results orientation, and they have a level of discipline that we think is very critical to being able to 

plug in our best practices and to ensure a strong integration going forward. 

 

So, a little bit now about the new company as we move forward, that the company be named Hyster-Yale 

Maximal Forklift. It will represent a $90 million investment for 75% controlling interest. Mr. Lu, who is the current 

founder and owner will remain on as the CEO and 25% shareholder. The structure of this new entity will be as a 

separate legal entity, however, it will be managed within the JAPIC, a segment of Hyster-Yale, and its financials 

will be reported on a consolidated basis with Hyster-Yale's lift truck segment. 

 

One of the other key components of this deal is an additional $10 million incentive plan for the owner and for the 

CEO that will in addition to the 25% equity ownership which assures alignment on an earnings basis. This 

additional incentive is to ensure alignment on a management and compliance basis going forward. 

 

So we believe that we've got a good alignment and we've got the right team to work with us going forward. We, of 

course, announced the signing, back in December. We've now met the required milestones to move forward and 

the required approvals and so in very short order, we'll be closing and that will happen here before the end of this 

quarter. 

 

Of course, immediately following closing, we have a very strong and comprehensive post-merger integration plan 

to be put in place. And really, there's three key areas that I'll just share with you real quick, will be acted on 

immediately to affect our near-term synergies The first is in operations and as I'm sure you're probably already 

aware, we'll be looking to consolidate our production of fulfillment operations from our Shanghai Hyster 

manufacturing facility into the new Hyster-Yale Maximal Group. 

 

So this is existing production that will be moved over with improvements in efficiency and margin. In addition to 

that, today outsourced product that we sell as the UTILEV product line, will be transferred from the third party into 

our new facility, which will of course bring significant benefit to us from a cost and performance standpoint. In 

addition, the Maximal Group already has low cost sourcing available and that in addition to the volume leverage 

that we bring to the table, allow us to realize the benefits of that. And across the board, from design through 

production to aftermarket, we'll be bringing in our expertise, many who will be on the ground, some of them who 

will be working from a matrix standpoint to help bring in the best practices. 

 

The area of development is very important to us. One of the things I mentioned was that they have an existing 

development group that we believe is very strong in the products that they deliver and bring to market today, but 

in addition to that we felt it very important to complement this entire strategy for emerging markets with the new 
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development center located in China, that would will be led by one of our key leaders today from our group in 

Greenville, and he will actually be located in Fuyang to lead that group going forward. And the focus will would be 

on developing the next generation utility as well as standard product lines. 

 

And then finally from a distribution standpoint, Maximal today has both a domestic as well as a global distribution 

group that is very well situated to deliver our products or the Maximal products within the markets that they serve. 

And going forward, we feel that it's optimal to maintain the two channel, a distribution concept where the Maximal 

Group and the Hyster-Yale Group, respectively, will serve a complementary group of target markets, maximizing 

our coverage and optimizing the products we bring to those particular markets in order to grow share 

comprehensively. And in addition to that, of course, we'll bring our expertise and help them grow, in particular, 

with their distributions ability to support the aftermarket. 

 

So all of this of course is going to require investments both short term and ongoing, additional expense in the 

business to achieve both the levels of compliance as well as the capabilities associated with integration and the 

synergies we expect to achieve. This includes, of course, an investment of people over time to make sure that we 

have the right resources into effect that. What I will note and Ken will probably explain a little bit further in his 

presentation is that we will have upfront costs that are associated with both the acquisition, as well as some of the 

initial integration and set up of systems that will taper off as we go into the end of 2019 and 2020. 

 

So we look at this from an overall earnings profile over time, I think, we made clear back in our initial 

announcement in December that we expected the investment to be dilutive over the first couple of years as we 

make the one-time investments and realize their impact. But that will be offset in the late 2019 and going into 

2020 as we start to realize all the benefits of the transfer of production and the additional cost synergies 

associated with that. 

 

So net-net, we expect to see overall growth and incremental accretive earnings in 2020. Beyond that investment 

case, which is a very conservative case, we also recognize that there will be some upside opportunities 

immediately realized through aftermarket growth, as well as increased export opportunities as we make these 

moves. And then beyond that yet, we have a whole list of synergy projects which in large part, contributed to our 

decision to move forward. They have not yet been fully dimensioned and as they are, we'll be chartering those as 

new projects and we'll be building those into our long-term forecast. 

 

So, in conclusion, we have over time shifted our one of our key strategies from succeed in Asia to recognizing the 

need to grow in emerging markets as a whole. And we've made the decision move forward with two key 

strategies, with the acquisition as well as the emerging market development center, that really create a solid 

platform for delivering low costs of production and sourcing to not only China but to the global markets providing 

an enhanced product portfolio that will give us greater breadth in the Standard and Utility segments. And this will 

drive growth, both in the emerging markets where there's so much potential but also to help complement the 

activities to grow share in our developed markets. 

 

And finally, this will contribute to the ultimate population that we have in the market and drive significant 

aftermarket opportunity to propel our economic engine. 

 

So we're really excited about this and we feel there's a lot of opportunity going forward. Thank you. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Christina Kmetko 
Investor Relations Consultant, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 
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Okay. We're going to take about a half hour to do questions. I'm going to ask Al, Colin, Rajiv and Tony to go up to 

the front for everybody who is on the webcast, a reminder that you can send any questions in to IR, at hyster-

yale.com and please just put in your subject line Investor Day question, so we have them. And then, I will walk 

around the room, if you have a question raise your hand and we'll let these gentlemen answer, real quick before 

while we're on the break there are fresh refreshments out there to refill your coffee or whatever. And also, when 

we are breaking after the second round of Q&A, there will be box lunches available, so you can grab one on your 

way back to the office, so I didn't make that announcement earlier. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
 

QUESTION AND ANSWER SECTION 
 

Christina Kmetko 
Investor Relations Consultant, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Okay. So we'll start with our first question here, let me bring you. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

Thank you. There was a slide that described the global market, I think, 56% in the mature regions and 44% in the 

emerging markets, and Hyster-Yale [ph] in (01:47:03) emerging markets was 18%, so obviously a big spread to 

cover, but you also mentioned that the sub-utility as an area that you're not really interested in being in? So what 

portion of that global mix is perhaps represented by that area that you're not targeting? Thank you. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Rajiv Prasad 
Chief Product & Operations Officer, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Yeah [ph] Adam (01:47:21), the sub-utility area referred to is just a recognition that particularly within China and 

India for example, there is a proliferation of manufacturers with very low volume who are producing in an 

opportunistic way that really don't have you know the controls, the quality, the distribution. But it's a market that 

exists within, particularly China, that we of course, because of the nature of our company and the principles of 

how we operate, we're not going to try to fight in. We believe that it's a smaller portion of that market. I don't have 

the exact percentage, but for example, the top Chinese players that we've referred to before, two of them alone 

account for nearly 50% of the China business. So you can see that sub-utility is a much smaller group. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
I just add to that that perhaps the long-term dynamic to keep in mind is that many emerging countries really begin 

with a very low quality product and that's certainly been the case in China. But as they mature, as they drive 

toward increased productivity in their own operations, over time they move up the scale as well. So, not only does 

it have the characteristics Tony described but in the longer term it won't be there in anywhere near the 

significance that it is today. So we're looking to the future. It would be very hard for us to compete effectively in 

that very low end market in the first instance and since it's diminishing, it really doesn't fit into our strategy. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Michael David Shlisky 
Analyst, Seaport Global Securities LLC Q 
Hey, guys. Mike Shlisky with Seaport. I just have two questions, they are kind of different [indiscernible] 

(01:49:15) one of them first. I guess, I have a question about electrification. Now that we've got lithium-ion out 

there and I've seen some electrified big trucks at some of the trade shows out there, is there a future you can 
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foresee where electrified lift trucks are pretty much in the entire market, to even ever in the future need to have 

fuel cell, diesel or any other power systems? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Rajiv Prasad 
Chief Product & Operations Officer, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
We foresee an increasing move to electrification, I think, facilitated by the newer electric power solutions. There 

are customers who have a certain fuel source and they'll stay with that. But, I think, over time they'll start to, I 

think, the carbon fuels will start to minimize. I think, that transition will probably take a few years so. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Michael David Shlisky 
Analyst, Seaport Global Securities LLC Q 
Thank you Rajiv. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Rajiv Prasad 
Chief Product & Operations Officer, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Maybe a few years, I mean, maybe a very long time. I think, it's not going to happen in any speedy fashion. On 

the other hand, the real value-added opportunity may well lie in the electrification area in meeting those needs as 

effectively as possible and also positions us as a technological innovator which is something we want to clearly to 

have. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Michael David Shlisky 
Analyst, Seaport Global Securities LLC Q 
I guess, the other question as part of that is, when you're trying to develop Nuvera and even some CNG products 

and trying to expand Nuvera outside of the lift truck world [indiscernible] (01:50:47) markets in the future, I mean, 

is there room for a fuel cells after let's say, a 10-year period? And that's really the big question. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Rajiv Prasad 
Chief Product & Operations Officer, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Yeah. I think, as you'll see from Jon, that as people have implemented lithium-ion, they're starting to understand 

the pros and cons of lithium-ion and lithium-ion ends up being a really good power source for what I would call, 

the kind of light-to-medium applications, or if you look at the automotive industry to smaller cars, which are range 

restricted. I think, as you move to the high productivity multi-shift needs or larger cars, which have a larger range 

of requirement, you'll start to see a transition towards fuel cells. I think, over the next few years, you will hear more 

about fuel cells than you hear about lithium-ion. And I think, Jon, will show you some charts that reflect that, not 

just in the industrial truck market but also automotive. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Well, also I think, Rajiv, is that to say it's not either or, I mean, with the solution of – well, the solution of the future 

is sort of smaller lithium-ion batteries being charged by a fuel cell. Jon, you'll elaborate on that? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Yeah. Sure. I mean, if you look that BBR solution or the bigger truck solution that I talked about, they're 

essentially hybrid. So what I mean by that is the lithium – there is lithium-ion pack, it's a small pack, but enough so 

that they can provide all the immediate needs for power for the truck, both for traction and hoist, but in the 
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background there is a fuel cell system that continuously charges the lithium-ion batteries. And therefore, you 

move away from having to charge the lithium-ion batteries afterwards and have the ability to drive them 

continuously. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Michael David Shlisky 
Analyst, Seaport Global Securities LLC Q 
Thanks. And I also just wanted to touch briefly on Maximal. So, on the assumptions made in the slide, [ph] so I 

(01:52:54) make sure I get it, and tie back to Al's slides as well. The 115,000 units you got for the long-term, I 

assume that does not include Maximal until you close it, so to update that slide, I guess, a 120,000 units, a 

125,000 units. Is that correct? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
The 115,000 units is manufactured in current Hyster-Yale plants. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Michael David Shlisky 
Analyst, Seaport Global Securities LLC Q 
Okay. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
And we're currently as Al showed you at 89,000 units. So the gap is, then we have 6,000 units that are sold, that 

are produced by partners, and then an additional 6,000 units that have been sold in Japan. So the 89,000 units is 

what we're producing in our plants today, the 115,000 units is what we need to get to, to get to our target 

economics in our existing footprint. Maximal will be all additional to that. So we want Maximal to generate its own 

7% operating profit. It will require a certain volume target, certain performance levels. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
And we'll probably present it that way at least for the foreseeable future, and you know we have very explicit plans 

as Tony has suggested for increasing the volume by changing our own sourcing arrangements so that Maximal 

will have more volume relatively quickly and can drive their own economy to scale and then as Rajiv has 

suggested, particularly through our Emerging Market Development Center, we'll be making far better higher 

quality products, more reliable and more cost effective. They will take advantage of Chinese cost sources. So 

there is a big component in Maximal of driving down their cost structure in order for it to achieve its target 

profitability. We see no reason why it shouldn't be 7% and indeed they've been fairly profitable over recent years, 

more, Tony, I believe in the 5% or 5% category. And so I think it will be a differently structured project with its own 

dynamics and we'll present it that way in the future. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Michael David Shlisky 
Analyst, Seaport Global Securities LLC Q 
So is that 7% goal a 2020 goal, once all the first few years of kind of all the initiatives are taken care of, Tony? 

And then, is it kind of fair to, overall broadly speaking, you can get to maybe [indiscernible] (01:55:21) for lift 

trucks once Maximal is integrated, maybe even as [indiscernible] (01:55:24) above 7%, if you can get some of 

those global synergies across Maximal and the rest of the business? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
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Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
I think it's fair to say that the 7% target is our target for the existing operations by the peak of this cycle. We never 

put this particular timeframe on it, but we'll sort of adjust our language with Maximal. We have a very detailed set 

of programs in place that Tony is overseeing for the Maximal acquisition. On the other hand, actually making the 

acquisition and getting the people in place, I'm sure will lead to some adjustments. That's just the way it is. 

Although, we go about the process in probably far more detail than most in terms of making an acquisition and 

putting together a detailed plan, so more to come on Maximal. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Michael David Shlisky 
Analyst, Seaport Global Securities LLC Q 
So just to touch on the Maximal. The Chinese government has been a large advocate of fuel cell adoption, is 

there any kind of plan to kind of work together with those two teams or? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Rajiv Prasad 
Chief Product & Operations Officer, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Yes. Certainly, I think as Jon will present China is a big part of our fuel cell future. We haven't talked about that in 

fact Jon will cover that we will have some production of fuel sales in China over time. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
You know one of the interesting things and the reason that I think Rajiv, can say make that comment with the 

confidence is that in many ways China has industrialized extraordinarily quickly in the last 20 years or so. And so 

they have a residue of pollution problems, conventional pollution problems, as well as some of the newer ones. 

And, I think, that because of the nature of those, they're going to try to skip a lot of the conventional solutions and 

drive toward things like fuel cells. And so, there's going to be a lot of government power behind it for reasons that 

have to do not with just the economic dynamics, but with their own problems of economic development and 

addressing those in their own particular country. 

 

So it's going to be a really important place to be, because it's going to drive economies of scale in that business. 

And we want to take advantage of those as a part of our strategy, I think Jon will touch on that a little bit more. 

 

I mean the – Mike asked the question about will IC engine trucks exist? I mean the Chinese government has set a 

goal of basically moving total electric by 2030. And so they were putting a tremendous amount of incentive behind 

lithium-ion, now they're putting a tremendous amount of incentive behind fuel cell and in the second part of the 

program, we'll talk a little bit about the opportunity we see there and what we're doing about it in terms of actions 

to capitalize on that opportunity. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

Hi, [indiscernible] (01:58:42). I was hoping we could hear a little bit more about sales strategy in regards to 

Maximal particularly relating to the new industry sales team? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
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The new industry sales team is very heavily focused on the Americas. We are making adjustments in the other 

theaters, adding people in Europe, and doing some realignment in the Asia-Pacific region. The sales team is all 

about making sure that we have the right solution to meet the exact needs of customers. Some customers require 

premium trucks for part of their operations and standard and utility trucks for other parts of their operations. 

 

We are selling the UTILEV product range in the United States at the moment and in Europe. And we expect to 

continue to do that but we'll be selling Maximal sourced product as opposed to product sourced from a third-party. 

We don't see that demand being huge in the U.S. We do see it being huge in other parts of the world. We have a 

separate sales team that is broadly industry focus for Latin America for example and they address the needs of 

markets like Argentina which is probably 70% right now using products sourced from China. We're seeing an 

increased amount of trucks out of China going into Brazil and into the other Latin American markets. 

 

Same thing in Europe, some of the Eastern European markets are very heavily sourcing their products from 

China at this moment in time. And if I'm honest, we're offering a suboptimum solution because we're offering a 

third party product and in the future it will be our own product and it will be designed and adapted to meet the 

specific needs of each of those markets and the customers in those markets. At the same time, as Tony is 

already described, so we're going to leverage the Hyster-Yale distribution to sell more Maximal sourced products. 

We want to work with Maximal to help them to develop their distribution so that we can sell Maximal branded – 

Maximal sourced products in the future. 

 

Some additional elaboration on Colin and I think both emphasized that our strongest market position in the world 

is in North America. As a result, our industry strategy is really will deal with all of the segments and that middle 

group of customers that Colin pointed to will be one of broad focus comprehensively in North America. If you look 

at Europe, we have some very strong competitors and we're going to focus more prominently on those industries 

where we have a competitive advantage given the product and the solutions that we can provide to them and we'll 

have less emphasis on a broad-based industry focus in those areas where our competitors are really well 

entrenched and have just outstanding market position. We have very good competitors in Europe. They're strong 

and they're capable, they're first class. And so we'll be a little selective. 

 

And then I think in JAPIC, Tony's plan is to be highly selective in certain industries so that we can mobilize teams 

effectively where we think we can really win where we think we have a distribution system that can back up what 

we need to do for those customers. And so it varies from area to area. Now to specifically in China I think our 

industry focus is still under development, which industries are we going to go after exactly how are we going to do 

that, I think that will be one of Tony's early tasks or basically over the next year or so to refine that and it depends 

to a significant degree on the development of the products that Rajiv has been speaking about from our emerging 

market development center that can be tailored to those but use some of the other capabilities we have to meet 

particular industry needs from a global perspective. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

Considering the current political and economic rhetoric here in the U.S. Do you think they will impact Maximal 

export strategies? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
No. We're all ducking. I don't think directly, if you think of the logic structure that both Rajiv and Tony outlined. It is 

significantly focused on ensuring that we have the right products for emerging markets, less developed market. 
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There is certainly a place for lower specification trucks, utility trucks to some degree. But the main markets are in 

the developing world: South America; Asia; Eastern Europe, and there I don't see how the political situation in this 

country is going to have any material impact on those activities. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
And the percentage of our current [ph] utility (02:04:25) products sold in the U.S. is fairly small compared to what 

we sell around the world. If the 301 sanctions were to be put in place although they've now sort of been put on the 

sideline, but if they were to be put in place, we will see obviously an increase in cost and it would make those 

trucks less competitive [ph] or uncompetitive (02:04:43) but the same thing would apply to all of our competitors, 

so it would not affect our relative competitive positioning. And really the sanctions are not relevant in the other 

parts of the world. So it – as far as the impact financially on us and how that would affect the dealers, it's really 

very, very small. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
It's not exactly responsive to your question, but all of these sort of politicization of global trade does have an 

impact on our company. And one of the advantages to being a global country and the way that we described is 

that we have considerable flexibility to readjust if we need to. So just to take a very concrete example with the 

tariffs on steel and aluminum, if we source that from domestic suppliers, the price effectively is increasing. 

 

On the other hand, if we buy that steel and have it fabricated overseas and bring it into the United States, those 

tariffs don't apply. And so it is one of the odd consequences of that kind of an action that it's driving some of our 

operations offshore and Rajiv's supply chain people are working through all the complexity of trying to think that 

through, so it's a very dynamic period of time. But we feel that broadly speaking, we're in a position to do 

whatever it is we have to do, wherever it is we have to do it. And that's a huge advantage for us. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
I think another consideration in the Maximal deal is we wanted to make sure that we had majority ownership and 

so we have 75% ownership. So we don't have any of the concerns about the transfer of intellectual property. We 

have a two-thirds of the seat – sorry – two-thirds of a seat on the board, we have the control of the chops et 

cetera. So we feel very confident about our position and we're looking, Al said in his presentation, on his segment 

that we were a company that looked for the long term. And so whatever bumps there may be in the road short-

term, we believe this is absolutely the right solution for us in the medium and long-term. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
And there are other issues in the trade area than just China. There are also sanctions that are being put on 

Russia that are quite severe for U.S.-based companies and we have to be able to monitor that and adjust our 

capabilities very quickly. That could have impact on, even on Maximal. So, there are things going on there that 

are very fluid and very dynamic at this period of time, and we'll just have to do our best to respond to them that 

you kind of feel as if that's not what we ought to be focusing on, but it is, it's just a fact of life. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Christina Kmetko 
Investor Relations Consultant, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Anybody else have any questions? Okay. 
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Q 

[ph] This is Manuel (02:08:18) from Citi. When you look at your global footprint and the growth prospects that you 

have as you've had some partnerships along the way. Do you feel like you're going to realize your longer term 

plan with what you have? Or do you think that there will be additional acquisitions or partnerships you'll look to 

have kind of to fill out your portfolio? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Go ahead, Colin. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
It has to be the right opportunity. So, we're not going to be acquiring for the sake of acquiring and for the sake of 

growth, and the acquisitions we've made thus far are all around our supporting our core business. We feel that the 

Nuvera acquisition is – because we do see the evolution of the demand from away IC engine to alternative 

sources of energy and we truly believe in the future of fuel cells, Bolzoni acquisition, our investment in Balyo, the 

acquisition of the telematics company a few years ago. 

 

If other opportunities came along like that that we really feel fit into our core, and we'll have the strength in the 

core, then certainly we will look seriously at them. And it's – again, it can be to increase our depth in the material 

handling business or in our breadth. I mean, that's one of the key things with the Maximal acquisition, it really 

expands us into the Asian theater, which is the largest and fastest growing theater in the world. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Yeah. Let me just elaborate on that a little bit. Maximal expands the capabilities to serve our core, forklift truck 

business around the world. Belzoni gives us an attachment capability that allows us to have better solutions with 

our Lift Trucks. Nuvera gives us an emerging very important power solution for our Lift Trucks. I think we feel that 

the kinds of things we might look for, you could call niche acquisitions that fit in, in some way to reinforce what we 

have. 

 

If you take the area of automation as an example, there are competitors of ours that have taken a rather different 

point of view about their acquisitions and they've gone very broadly into automation activities that in our view are 

unrelated to being strong in the forklift truck business and may in fact, actually, dilute some of their management 

focus and their industry solutions in the forklift truck business. 

 

So, we look very carefully at what we have to have to be effective in automation and we focus on that and we're 

not going to do some of these really broad-based kinds of things at least as we see it any time soon. We'd like to 

deploy our capital to reinforce of what we have. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
So, that's about acquisition. In terms of partnering, you've seen that we kind of partner already and we're fairly 

horizontal company, so collaborating and partnering is part of our DNA. And we will do more of those in the right 
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area of technology, both with our traditional supplier partners, but also some newer non-traditional supplier 

partners. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

And then just another follow-up on the trade topic and we talked about – you talked about China, you talked about 

Russia, what about NAFTA and how does that impact you, the status of those discussions? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
We have basically a fabrication plant in Mexico and so, it's a very important activity for us. I think our conclusion is 

at this point, none of the proposed regulations would have a real impact on us. As you can imagine, as you've 

heard, it's the automotive industry that's really in the spotlight and I hope that we can maintain a low profile, not 

get caught up in it. 

 

And I think Rajiv you don't have a different point of view at this point, do you? Then that – I think we feel so far so 

good that we'll be able to continue doing what we're doing in Mexico and we're okay. Now, I will tell you that steel 

pricing in Mexico is being affected by steel pricing in North America. And so there's no clear line between this 

25% tariff, as it affects the U.S. and what's happened to steel capacity in Mexico? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Rajiv Prasad 
Chief Product & Operations Officer, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Yeah. I mean – ironically, I mean, we actually saw some of the steel that we use in Mexico from the U.S and 

particularly at the right level of quality. So, we're in Mexico for a number of different reasons and it's a very 

efficient plant, has a lot of welders which we find very hard to find them in the U.S. We have to bring that back. I 

mean, we would have to go through a massive recruitment and training program and if we could find the right 

people. We're monitoring it. We're certainly linked in with the National Association of Manufacturers, they have a 

very active work group looking at this and so we're monitoring it and we'll make whatever adjustments we need to 

make based upon developments. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
The other comment I'd make and this is sort of equates a political comment is that it's very hard to determine how 

much of the administration's proposed activity is designed to bring others to the table to remedy real problems, 

like excess steel capacity in China, like intellectual property misuse in China and how much of it is really designed 

to increase employment in the United States and become protectionist as the end result. 

 

Certainly, our Senator where headquarters or Rob Portman is I think of the view that most of this is going to be 

about dealing with real problems in the end and leverage and getting those on the table and finding appropriate 

solutions are going to be a mess along the way to some degree, but he's a pretty savvy observer, because he 

head it up all the trade activities as he – I've forgotten what the name of the trade administrator under an earlier 

administration and he is very, very knowledgeable about these issues. So, I'm hopeful that's where it's going to 

go, but who knows. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Christina Kmetko 
Investor Relations Consultant, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 
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All right. Well, thank you gentlemen. We're going to move to our next speaker, Roberto Scotti, President and CEO 

of Bolzoni. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Roberto Scotti 
President and Chief Executive Officer-Bolzoni S.p.A., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 

Good morning to everybody. I am Roberto Scotti, President and Chief Executive Officer of Bolzoni. I am Italian. 

And then, of course, you know my accent, you know it's – because I'm working also in headquarter in Piacenza, 

I'm not working here in America, so [indiscernible] (02:16:07) for me. It can be a little bit difficult to make this 

presentation in English. I could do better in Italian maybe, but you know, okay. 

 

So attachment, here you have the three pictures of the application of the attachments. You can see the first one is 

in the paper industry. And in this case, you are obliged to have an attachment, because you cannot carry and turn 

a paper or papers without having the attachments. 

 

And the second picture is related to beverage industry and it represents one of our attachment, Double Pallet 

Handler. We can handle one, two, three, four pallet at the each time, and this increase very much the 

productivities, because one of the things that the attachment does is the fact that it increases the productivity, 

when you talk of material handling. 

 

The third picture is related to the home appliances, you know the carton clamp, lifting and carrying washing 

machine, TV, fridge all these kind of things, so. And this is just a three example, if you wish, but here we have 

very extensive catalog of product. We have about 2,500 different models for every type of application, because 

the material handling is very important today. You see that we have a lot of company today like Amazon, eBay 

that are delivering a lot of products, and every time you have to move a product, it's very important to have, let me 

say, the right attachment, because these, again, I insist on the fact is more efficient with the right attachment and 

of course, increase very much of the productivities. 

 

This has to give you a little bit an idea about the dimension of Bolzoni and about the product that we are 

manufacturing. In the last 12 months ending at the end of March, our turnover has been $186 million and 70% is 

related to the attachment, because this is our backbone in term of business, but also we are manufacturing forks 

in two plants in Italy and China and we are manufacturing also lifting table, that's a small business, but quite good 

business. 

 

But what I like most about this – let me say, this chart is the fact that that if you look at the bottom, the sales 

outside Italy is 86.5%. Basically, we are a very global company and then we worked very hard in the past to 

create a network around the world. Bolzoni is a group having 18 different companies, spread around the world, 

because we have only two company in Italy, 16 companies are outside Italy. We have seven manufacturing 

plants, one in Chicago, one in Italy, of course, where we have our headquarter, one in Germany, one in Finland, 

two in China. They're quite the big plants. 

 

And then we have branches where we provide the service to our customers selling the product, and servicing the 

product. And these are located in the best countries around the world, where a forklift part doesn't mean so much. 

We have dealers, we don't go to open direct branches, but we have branches everywhere, throughout Europe 

from Russia to as you can see Australia, in the Canada. We are covering very much every area. So, this is the 

reason why our 86.5% of the export is generated. 

 

And go to a little bit some history about Bolzoni. Bolzoni has been found in 1945 and start to entering the market 

of the attachment in the 1950s and they trying to expand abroad in the 1960s and 1970s. But the first important, 
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let me say, point has been when in 1989 we opened our first factories here in Chicago, so manufacturing. We are 

here for many years now. 

 

The second very nice acquisition has been in 2001 when we bought the company Auramo in Finland. Auramo is a 

small company, but is very, very well known in the paper industry, because it is providing the best attachment for 

the paper mills. 

 

Combining Bolzoni and Auramo, we created a very stronger group and also gave to Bolzoni a lot of visibility 

around the world. Another important acquisition has been in 2006, when we bought the company Meyer in 

Germany. In Germany, Meyer was the fourth largest company manufacturing attachment in the world. And we 

bought this company and we got – we consolidated our business in Germany, because Bolzoni already was 

selling in Germany, but having this company Meyer located in Germany, we created a very strong point in terms 

of sales in Germany. I think that has been another very important acquisitions. 

 

And then, we have – after 2009 where everybody remember, 2008 and 2009 what has been about the economy, 

but we start immediately to promote again our expansion around the world and then we set up two companies in 

China, quite big company, one to manufacture attachments and the other one to manufacturing forks. But we 

really had a company in China, so manufacturing metal, a small company we set up in 2004. We decided 

because the Chinese market is going very much, it was very important to have a much bigger, let me say, plant 

there in order to support the better, absolutely the customers. And in 2016, Bolzoni has been acquired by Hyster-

Yale. 

 

So, our consideration can be about this history. We had gone to acquisitions and always looking for organic 

growth and synergistic opportunity with a focus on material handling for the future. This, I believe is a little bit what 

our aims. 

 

So, here you can see our sales. Sales about since year 2000, and then you can see that the basically we grow 

every years more or less in the double-digit. 2017, we grew 15% as compared to 2016. And this year, we plan to 

go another 10%, we are in line with this 10% in the fourth – in the first four months. 

 

But growing, of course, is not something that happened by accident. If you want to grow, you must have the 

strategies. And then it's a very important to have the right strategy, but also, it's very, very important to have the – 

let me say, the right executions and this can be a little bit difficult, because when you are a small company, and 

we have 18 company around the world, and then to apply in every countries the right strategy and to have the 

right execution is not a joke, it is something that again require a lot of energy, a lot of effort in order to promote. 

 

And then, the first strategy is targeting additional customers. We're selling basically to the OEMs and also to 

dealers. Business strategy is related to make our product also available for the end user, and we selected the five 

categories on end-user, beverage industries, white goods, 3PLs, papers, and the automotive. 

 

And then we map, we select it for every area, every sector five important companies, five important companies for 

the beverage, five for white goods, and we map, completely where these five to have a plant around the world, 

because we have about 100 salesmen, direct salesmen of Bolzoni, we gave it to them – I ask them to visit the 

customer, to create connections, to make [indiscernible] (02:24:51) okay, to make our own brand popular among 

these big user of attachment. 

 

And then, we create also a software system that connected all the salesmen. So, everyone can read immediate 

what the colleague is doing in the same company that maybe just visit this and so and so on, in order to create 
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some sort of a team effort. Also, in this case, I'd like to say, we're promoting, but we're not selling to the 

customers, finding a degree of preference in the mind of the customer for our product. 

 

In our word, once that we create these preference for the customers, and the customers say, okay, you can – I 

buy your forklift truck, but I would like to have the Bolzoni attachment, because it's been approved and it's tested, 

and so on and so on. Okay, at the end of the day, it's always the dealer that is selling the attachment. So, this is 

the quite important. 

 

The second strategies is new product and market concept. All the companies that are manufacturing attachments, 

they have a premium line and the new concept here is to create a standard line. And the standard line is being 

created in this way. We develop our complete lines of attachment, designed in Europe, designed by Bolzoni, by 

Meyer and by Auramo. 

 

And to build this clamp completely in China, completely localized in China. And then, in this case, we have a very 

high quality product, but a very competitive price. This gave us the possibility to fight and to sell our attachments 

in China, competing also with the local manufacturer of the attachment, because we have basically a very high 

quality, but we have the same cost. This is something that is important. 

 

But this is – we expanded this concept. We have based on new Silver Line that we are promoting also throughout 

our organizations around the world, because we found that to have these standard attachments in many cases, it 

can be interesting, because there is a lot of advantages for the customers. 

 

And last but not least, we have one of our major, let me say, competitors offering to the market a remanufacturing 

attachment, a second hand attachment at the price that is 30% less than the premium, the new one. Why to buy a 

remanufacturing attachment, second hand attachment, when you can get at the same price a new attachment, 

because the cost of this standard attachment is 30% less than the premium. So, this open many different 

opportunities inside the market for us. 

 

The third strategy is a ongoing strategy. Since we start this business, we entered in this business, listen to the 

voice of the customers, because this is very important. The fact that having a very good salesmen, not just only 

salesmen, but also technician, talking with the customer and understanding, which is the problem of the customer, 

how – in which way we can solve the problem and so on and so on, so it creates also opportunities in many other 

industry. 

 

And then I bring you an example, the third attachment that is Double Pallet Handler has been invented by Meyer 

and now that attachment installed in thousands of units around the world. So, the fact that you work with the – 

specifically with the customers and you pay attention to what are the customer need, you provide the right 

solutions also to your engineering department, this is going to create a lot of opportunities in this area. 

 

We talked about AGV, automatic guided vehicle. It's really becoming more and more important. And then, it's 

important for us to be in this trend and to work with this company, because the automated vehicle, they are 

successful because there is no driver. As Rajiv said, the driver is the highest cost, when you're making the 

evaluation. And then, this area is growing and we provide the attachment for them. And this is very important 

because they actually are quite sophisticated and also our attachment has to be connected. And we learn also 

from this advanced experience and we transfer this experience in our serious products. That is something that 

beside the fact that we can gain business is the fact that we can upgrade, technically speaking, our range of 

products. 
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Strategy: Leveraging Focused Factories. You see our factories around the world. Some of these factories are 

really specialized like Finland, manufacturing just paper roll clamp and bale clamp and then they are very 

competitive in the market. Because these guys are thinking from the early morning to late evening how to improve 

the product, they're very effective, be focused. The same story can be for Germany, where they are 

manufacturing the Double Pallet Handler and also, in that case they are very successful, because they are very 

focused on that. 

 

But also, we are very focused on different markets where our forklift truck means something. We have the factory 

in the U.S. We have two big factories in China. And this is there where we are moving forward, because I truly 

believe we are leader in Europe and then our growth can be – you can get this growth in U.S. and in China and 

we setup the company for. 

 

This is our factory we have in China, manufacturing forks. We build up completely three automated lines to 

manufacture forks and we have a capacity to manufacture 400,000 forks. Last year, we manufactured 200,000 

because this factory started in 2012, so it's a very new. And then, I'm proud of this factory. Last year, we 

increased 82%. Also, this due to the fact that cooperation with Hyster-Yale, so Hyster-Yale started switching their 

business to us and then so in this case we take advantage of this kind of cooperations. 

 

Then, the other factory is in China, in Wuxi. And then, we are talking about localization. We are manufacturing 

here the Silver Line, what I explained before. And then what we got is very quick delivery time is what the Chinese 

market is requiring at a very low cost. But this factory is not only providing this range of attachment. This factor 

also is manufacturing part or of component for the other factory of the group. This allow also that effect of the 

group to reduce the cost, because some of their part or of component are coming from China. 

 

I said before China, United States. United States, I fully believe that is – for us, it can be a great, great 

opportunities, because here we have the combination Bolzoni and Hyster-Yale. You know the Hyster-Yale is so 

strong here in United States, there is a lot of things to do together. But we must improve. It's true that we are here 

since 1989, but when you jump from – and you change the level of your turnover and you grow a very much, last 

year we grew a lot also you have to be able to get the company to follow you, and able to basically to provide the 

right, let me say, answer to the market. 

 

So, in this case, we are making many new – we are introducing – let me say, improving our capability there and 

basically and answer people capabilities as you can see, produce a complete range of attachment and expand 

our production capacity. These are all these things is going to be done because we have to, of course, to be more 

effective and in supporting these market. 

 

Strategy for Auramo in Finland. We have to increase our coverage, because nowadays we have to improve our 

presence in U.S. and China, because China is the biggest market, when you're talking about papers. It's growing 

– really a growing market. And then, we can be successful using the first strategy, I introduced towards the 

leverage a program, targeting new customers and we continue also to improve the product, because this is 

important. We have to be – to improve always our knowhow. 

 

Germany, that is another key market for us and expand capacity and enhance production efficiency in Germany. 

Germany, Meyer, it's a company that has been set up in 1953. We are today in a little bit in all the factories. 

Hyster-Yale took the decision to build up the new factories. We're going to build up a new factory in Germany. 

That is very good, because this can improve the productivity of the plant with a Lean manufacturing system and 

so on. But it's really a clear sign to the German market that I remember that – as I said before, is the best the 

market in Europe. So, we tell to the market, so we are investing in Germany. We are continue to promoting our 
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product, I'm sure that we're going to get a larger benefit from that – from this new plant. And then, we had to 

continue also here to leverage the program and target customers. 

 

So, this is another important point is the fact that the synergy with Hyster-Yale. So, in order to have a growth, it's 

important develop Bolzoni as a global supplier of attachment and the fork to Hyster-Yale globally, accelerate the 

growth of our attachment business in North America. And all these kind of things, I believe what you can see 

there can help, of course, to consolidate our presence in the market and to accelerate our growth. 

 

Another area where we are very strong are the OEMs. Historically, Bolzoni has been a big supplier of the OEMs. 

We are supplying the five biggest company in producing forklift trucks in the world, 43% of our business is related 

to sold directly to the OEMs, 57% to the dealers. There you can see 58% is in Europe, 36% in America and 6% in 

Asia. But because we are connected with Hyster-Yale and we are serving also the competitors of Hyster-Yale, we 

have to manage this as a separate segment, separation to maintain OEM information integrity. This is important, 

because this is a big business for us. And then also, it's working well in term of visibility. So, the fact that the 

dealer is getting our product, the factory installed is, of course, a big advantage for us. 

 

So, why choose Bolzoni? I'll try – you should tell me why you choose Bolzoni. I made the presentation, I hope that 

you can – I convinced you that the why you all choose Bolzoni. But the fact that we have a very strong team in our 

organization, this is out of question. We selected this team in many years and then I guarantee you that we have 

a very strong people on board. And with the strong people on board and some money you can start dreaming and 

this is what. 

 

And we have another point in my opinion is a global manufacturing location. The global manufacturing location 

allowed our business to expand around the world, having operational excellence inside and a strong OEM 

relationship. This, as I mentioned before, is very important for the future of our company. 

 

So I truly believe that this is at the end of my presentation and now I leave the floor to Jon Taylor. Thank you, Jon. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 

Thank you, Roberto. Okay. Good morning. My name is Jon Taylor. I'm the President and CEO of Nuvera Fuel 

Cells. My accent is not quite as distinctive as Roberto's that we're located just outside of Boston and I'm trying to 

pick up that accent here, as I continue to enjoy the local culture. 

 

We acquired the Nuvera Fuel Cell business in 2015, so a little over three years into this journey. The 

commercialization of the product and technology has taken a little bit longer than we expected upon acquisition. 

The maturity of the internal organization in terms of getting mature internal manufacturing and quality processes 

was something that we really wanted to focus on and make sure we bring the capabilities from Hyster-Yale into 

the organization and we've taken the time to make sure we could do that. 

 

In addition, the supply chain and costs in some other issues have taken us longer to resolve than we expected, 

but we're on a very good path now and making progress on all of those fronts. We're now – have products in nine 

customers. As Rajiv said, we've seen a growing backlog this year. We've shipped over 150 units so far this year 

as of the first quarter and we have a plan of about another 350 units for this year. 

 

So, we're continuing to grow demand, see increased demand. The reinstatement of the investment tax credit, 

which happened earlier this year, it's a 30% tax credit for purchases of the fuel cells, that's allowing us to get on 
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the path to both improved margins, towards that breakeven that we spoke about and higher volumes, so that's 

very encouraging and we're seeing demand from a lot of different people in the core Lift Truck business. 

 

In addition, we're now seeing demand coming in from outside of that core market. And we'll talk about that in this 

presentation. So, I'm more confident than ever, because of the what we've seen over the last six months in terms 

of improvement in our product, acceptance by customer, and growing demand and other influences in the 

economy and in the market that are helping us move ahead. 

 

Just to talk about a couple of those external factors that are driving some of that confidence. Rajiv talked earlier 

about fuel cells being Hyster-Yale's view is that fuel cell mobility was going to be the right answer for a heavy 

duty, high productivity application. And when you look at what this automotive survey, this is a survey by KPMG, 

they do it globally at the global automotive executives. 

 

Back in 2014, which is just before we bought Nuvera Fuel Cells, it was the number seven rated in terms of trends 

by these global automotive executives. You can see the most recent survey, now moved that up to number one. 

So, people are recognizing the issues that Rajiv spoke to in terms of battery electric mobility. You can see battery 

electric mobility is now down to number three, it was number one in the last few years before this, as people are 

recognizing some of these challenges in the lithium-ion and battery around some of the bigger applications. 

 

When you look at what this means in the marketplace and to talk about economies of scale that Al spoke about 

earlier, and I'll refer to later in the presentation. You can see this is just going to make a huge change in the 

economies of scale for fuel cell business. Right now, there's thousands of units maybe being built in terms of fuel 

cell. What this tells you is that over the next 20 or so years, you could see as many as 35 million fuel cell 

automobiles being produced annually. So, they're saying 25% of the market by 2040. So, again that's a huge 

change in where the industry believes fuel cells are going. 

 

Another organization that's out there is called the Hydrogen Council. This is a group of CEOs of the major energy, 

industrial, gas and fuel cell companies looking at the pathway for the hydrogen economy and where that's taking 

us. And this is just a look at why they believe the battery electric vehicles, which are in the middle there, BEV, will 

fall short in terms of meeting the needs of the majority of customers particularly in the heavier segments. 

 

The real issue is around the range that can be achieved by a battery solution and the time to refuel it. Both of 

those issues are solved by a fuel cell vehicle. You can see at the bottom, they're projecting – the Toyota Mirai and 

other cars are now at the lower end of the ICE range, so matching the lower end of the range and projected to get 

significantly better over the next few years. 

 

And you continue to have that 3 minute to 5 minute refueling experience that customers and other users are used 

to when they're on the road. They don't want to sit for half an hour, even half an hour, which is kind of the ultimate 

that a lot of the battery people were talking about, people don't want to sit for half an hour watching their car 

charge, they want charge in 3 minutes, 5 minutes with a portable electricity of hydrogen and move on. So, this is a 

big driver in that. 

 

When you look at the commercialization of the products, again the Hydrogen Council looks at all of hydrogen, 

where it can be used in various industry pieces. We're focusing on the transportation piece, which is at the top, 

because that's where our fuel cell is very focused on is providing motive power. And what this shows as the 

commercialization start and when they – it will be fully matured for mass market capability. And what you see, of 

course, is the forklift trucks are basically there right now, are very close. 
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But the next ones coming along are these kind of heavier duty fleet vehicles that have a similar profile to a Lift 

Truck. They're heavy duty, they're high productivity and they operate in a fleet, so the fueling concerns aren't as 

much of an issue as they are with a passenger automotive. So, that's the next place that the Hydrogen Council 

believes will commercialize and that's where we are focused as well, because it's a very strong fit with our product 

and with our core market and Lift Trucks. 

 

So, as I said over the last few years, we've kind of been looking at what we need to do to really focus this 

business. And one of the things is, we want to focus on the core competencies of Nuvera and of our partners and 

that first partner being Hyster-Yale, but we'll do the same with other partners. 

 

Nuvera is really a high-tech fuel cell company. We design Fuel Cell Stack technology and then the related 

systems that turn that into a power module to drive a vehicle of basically any kind. That's going to be our core 

focus on the technology design and ensuring we have the right reliability and repeatability to manufacture this at 

volume. 

 

Our partner and Hyster-Yale, as an integrator of these trucks, we are really focused on more of the things that 

they're used to which is, integrating a component into the vehicle. And again, I'll show you later, how we're making 

that as simple as possible for our integrators, so they can do what they've always done, which is integrate 

components or engines into their systems and we can focus on the stack and the engine itself. 

 

So, as we've looked at it, our vision and our mission is really to provide Limitless Mobility and be seen as the 

preferred provider of heavy duty engines in the marketplace. We have some core pieces of our technology which 

are really focused on that heavy-duty, high-power density, which really makes it ideal for these sort of markets 

and applications and customers. 

 

And we – as you've heard us say, we're focused on getting to breakeven in 2019. We're going to continue to take 

market share of existing fuel cell users. We're going to convert more and more battery users to fuel cells, and then 

we're going to convert ICE users to fuel cells as well. To get to that breakeven point, we need to sell about 1,000 

engines per quarter to achieve breakeven. And the way, I look at that is, that needs to be split about 50% in our 

core market, and 50% in our other markets. So, we plan on moving forward driving a lot of volume and getting our 

real base in the Lift Truck market, but we believe there's lots of opportunities and we think we're having very good 

conversations with potential partners in this that we can believe can get to these numbers in fairly short order. 

 

So, Nuvera. What is Nuvera? And again, I said, it's a high tech company focus on fuel cells. And it's really the 

passion of the people here. They really are interested in zero emissions and making the world a better place by 

eliminating carbon out of the transportation sector and that's what they're really focused on. And we have 170 

people approximately and half of them are really focused on the core technology or the systems around that core 

technology that make it work in a vehicle. Another 25% are focused on delivering those products and 

manufacturing and delivering those products. So, there's supply chain, quality, manufacturing, ensuring we have 

the repeatability and the processes that ensure we can bring this product to market at the right cost, the right 

price, the right quality. 

 

And then lastly, we have another 25% in SG&A and the bulk of them are focused on aftermarket support and 

customer solution, making sure we understand what our customer needs, making sure we understand what their 

experiences are in the marketplace and making our solutions the best in the marketplace for them. 

 

So it's a good split of focusing in on the core competencies of our people and core competencies of Nuvera. And 

really what that shows you in the green box is we have a strong patent portfolio, but we're really focusing on 
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continuing to grow that portfolio and on the international patents. We're expanding our international patent breadth 

to as the market moves outside of the U.S. and outside of western markets we're protected in those markets as 

well. So we've had a growing list of patents either patents pending or granted in the Asian markets as well. So it's 

really allowed us to focus on that. 

 

So Nuvera is actually the technology, the core basis of this technology has been around for 25 years. It was 

started actually in Italy by Roberto in with De Nora company who started out their chloralkali manufacture and 

they're really focusing on metallic stacks, metallic plates in these stacks, because that's what they used in their 

chloralkali facilities and they turned that into a fuel cell. And most people, most companies were not in metallic 

stacks, they were using what's called a graphite stack, graphite-based plates and we've always been a metallic 

stack. 

 

Now what's happened over those intervening years is a lot of – the industry has now come around to realize 

metallic stack is the place to be. And if you look at the automotives and the other heavy duty industrials, it's 

generally accepted that a metallic stack is the right construction for these sort of applications. It provides a more 

robust solution and allows you to have a denser – power density fuel cell and improve the efficiency of that fuel 

cell. We also have a couple of other unique things in terms of an open flow field which it gives us better power 

density more efficiency of the use of hydrogen which is of course important to – particularly to fleet customers and 

industrial customers. 

 

So we've used that heritage throughout the 25 years that this technology has been worked on and continued to 

improve upon it and we get increasingly better power density out of our stacks and you see that very first stack up 

on the upper left was 5 kilowatts and it was the size of one of these tables. Now we're able to get about 50 

kilowatts out of about this size, so we've really driven down the cost and the size requirements of the stack to 

where it can now work very efficiently in automotive application. 

 

The Orion Gen1, which is the second from the last, is our current production fuel cell. That's what we're producing 

today, that goes into our lift truck products and into our next range of products. But at the same time, we also 

have a next generation product which gets about a 33% improvement in that power density and that will be 

basically very competitive. And we believe better than what we're seeing out of the best automotive stacks in the 

world right now. That product Orion Gen2 will complete its technology development and be ready for production in 

2019 and start getting put into products probably late 2019 or early 2020. 

 

At the same time, we're focusing on optimizing our lift truck products. We have lift truck products for all classes of 

lift trucks, all electric classes of lift trucks I should say Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3. They are in the marketplace 

today. And our focus really here is to reduce costs and improve the robustness or durability of those products in 

the marketplace. And this just gives you an indication, this year, we'll take about 20% of the cost out of those 

products and then next year with the new iteration, a new generation to take about another 20% out. So we see 

about a 40% decline by the end of 2019 in the cost of our – what we call BBR battery box replacement units for lift 

trucks. 

 

At the same time we'll double or more our MTBF, that's a mean time between failure which is a common measure 

of across the industry and we believe we'll be up near the range of what our lift trucks are in the marketplace. So 

we are rapidly implementing the processes from Hyster-Yale and to achieve this, we brought in those processes, 

we brought in supply chain management, we've brought in the cost reduction strategies, we brought in the 

reliability growth processes from Hyster-Yale into Nuvera, and work side by side with them in terms of making 

sure we're implementing these more mature processes of an industrial company, so we're bringing the best of 

both companies to help us drive through these improvements. 
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Now as we look ahead with this focus on our core competencies and focus on our a fuel cell engine, we really set 

four core principles that I've shown you here, but it's really a focus on our people, our technology, our product and 

our customers. We want to make sure our people are doing the right things. We're organized to support them in 

terms of optimizing the technology that we're using that technology appropriately. We're not trying to put 

technology into applications where it doesn't belong. There is a lot of fuel cell companies that will basically put 

their fuel cells into whatever application – someone needs electricity. Ours is really focused on mobility and even 

more specifically on heavy-duty mobility where a robust operation is required. So that's what we're going to focus 

on moving ahead. 

 

The engine design, we want to make it as simple and robust as possible. We over-complex engine design, means 

more components to [ph] break (02:52:56), more things to repair and we believe we can simplify and make it 

more robust. And then lastly, as I said we've got a core team focused on customer applications, customer 

requirements. We need to really focus in on the industry and the application and making sure we're providing that 

right solution for those customers. 

 

So what does this allow us to do? It allows us to focus on the middle. As I've been told I now have a really simple 

job make stacks, make engines, and let the customers integrate them. What we do is we make engines that the 

bottom for our current customers that current customers of Hyster-Yale, those then get integrated into a final 

consumer product, which is the battery box replacements or integrated into a vehicle. It's important to understand 

an engine is very analogous to an ICE engine and I'll show you something on that later. 

 

We also are focusing on that stack development because for the larger OEMs just like they do with the gasoline 

or diesel engine, the larger OEMs want to control the systems around the engine. They made by a design or a 

block from someone else, but they want to control all the systems to optimize it from their vehicle. So with these 

very large OEMs, we'll take that same path of optimizing our fuel cell stack to meet their needs. 

 

So this really describes our approach to a little bit more just to show you the various phases and how these work 

together, on the left hand side is the integrators. What we'll do is, we'll provide a fuel cell engine that they 

integrate into their vehicles and we're going to make it as simple as possible for them. We will have all of the 

control of an expertise on the fuel cell side making that engine work and keeping that as protected engine with 

very simple inputs and outputs. The vehicle manufacturer will provide the same pieces that they would for an ICE 

vehicle. 

 

On the right hand side with OEMs, again focus on the stack and then work with that OEM to optimize the rest of 

the systems that go along with that stack to integrate into a vehicle. For these long-term OEMs what we're looking 

for is long-term partnerships, we will – were needed do custom design and development with them, potentially IP 

transfer sharing between these large OEMs which really allow us to drive the economies of scale that we need to 

get the cost of a fuel cell down to where it can be competitive with almost any ICE engine. 

 

So a lot of you may be scratching your heads, saying how is a fuel cell like an ICE engine? And this is really trying 

to show how we explain this and work with our integrators and customers. The top part shows a traditional ICE 

engine automobile. You've got really five components: radiator, air filter, the engine itself, a transmission that 

converts the power out of the engine into power at the wheels, and then a fuel tank to supply the energy needed 

to run that engine. 

 

You really – you can look at and say the four components are almost the exact same outside of the engine. You 

have to have a radiator to maintain the engine at the right temperature, you have to have an air filter to ensure the 
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right quality air, clean air is coming in, you have to have a fuel tank to supply the fuel to the engine, and again 

think of that fuel tank, refueling in three minutes to 10 minutes, is what the customer is used to, so let's keeping it 

very analogous to their experience a day. 

 

And then a DC-to-DC converter, this one may be a little harder to understand, but DC-to-DC converter is really a 

transmission. It changes the power output of a fuel cell which unregulated electrical power into the regulated 

electrical power required to drive at the correct voltage to drive the engine or to drive the motors that move the 

vehicle. 

 

So again very simple to understand, and if you look at the illustration on the right there it shows engine, there's 

really three or four inputs, there is cooling, air, fuel and you've got output of power and the exhaust of water. So 

again a simple set of inputs for the integrator to provide. We control everything inside of that box. So, we make 

sure that if it's not the right cooling the engine doesn't run and if it's not the clean air, the engine doesn't run, and if 

it's not clean fuel, the engine doesn't run. So we're protecting that and the same the vehicle has to provide those 

pieces. 

 

So when we look at how are we going to move through this industry and move from the scale we are today into 

scale will allow us to develop those economies of scales that we spoke about. If you think about the industry that 

we are in, the lift truck industry, we have a very broad knowledge of the industry. We know the customers through 

our work with Hyster-Yale, we know the technology and we've got experience. And in fact Nuvera was one of the 

first – was the first company to work with the Industrial Truck Association to define how fuel cells would be used in 

lift trucks. So we've got a very long and broad experience in the lift truck market. This allows us to gain the 

experience that we need to move out of this broad understanding in the market, but in a fairly narrow marketplace 

into areas where we can get more experience. 

 

And our next step will be moving into these industrial fleets. Industrial fleets as I said have very similar needs that 

the lift truck industry has, heavy duty, they operate around a set route and they don't have to worry about having 

refueling everywhere. This again will provide us the next step in our economies of scale allow us to get 3 times to 

5 times of volume that we think we can get out of the lift truck industry. In the short- term, drive down costs, 

improve our ability to work with customers. And then the next phase would be moving into the automotive market. 

The automotive market is going to be millions of units as I said and we want to get our piece of it. I've been 

conservative here and said we could get 100,000 units but it's a matter of scale, if you hit the homerun on its 

millions. But let's set ourselves a slightly conservative target. 

 

Again as we build the strength, build our knowledge, drive our cost down as we begin to expand volume that allow 

us to penetrate the automotive market and we believe that we have the right technology and we just need to 

address the other pieces to really leverage that opportunity. This will allow us to optimize our stack and drive up 

the cost and improve our supply chain that we need to get this engine down. 

 

So as you look at it, this is very similar to the virtuous circle that Hyster-Yale talks about. Start at the bottom, 

we've got the technology, we've got the knowledge and the experience and we're leveraging those into the larger 

markets that allow us to get a stronger supply chain. Right now we're dealing with more of a technology supply 

chain and we want to deal with a mature industrial automotive style supply chain. 

 

It allows us to work through that design phase of having a more and more robust design and then get those 

economies of scale that then feedback down into the lift truck market. The street of 10,000 units we actually – I 

actually think once we have this going, we're going to – it's going to be more than that because the markets as 

Rajiv said 25% to 50% of the market could use these sort of vehicles, we need to get it at the right cost and get 
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the right ability to produce that sort of volume, but it could be multiples of that when we get full penetration into the 

lift truck market and are able to bring these benefits back into the lift truck business. 

 

So what are we doing next? As I said, we're focusing on the lift truck product that we have today and continuing to 

optimize and improve that and you'll see the benefits that I talked about earlier in 2019. At the same time, we're 

now coming out with a new heavy duty engine. It's going to be this level 2 based engine that is going to be of the 

40 kilowatt to 50 kilowatt size, so that's 3 to 4 times a size of the lift truck product. This will really allow us to go 

into applications that have been trying to electrify and as Rajiv said, take out two-thirds of the lithium-ion battery or 

more, put a fuel cell in there and then operate it continuously without having to worry about the charging cycle. 

 

That product will be coming out in early 2019. We have been recently awarded a grant by the California Air 

Resources Board to demonstrate the product shown here in the Port of LA, that will be seen in Los Angeles 

sometime in 2019. And then at the same time, we're talking to other customer to use that exact same engine and 

other similar sort of vehicles. 

 

We also have a planned localization into the China market and we'll talk about the China market a little bit later 

here, but we believe the China market will really drive a maturation of the fuel cell industry. So heavy-duty 

applications, support vehicles, delivery vehicles, buses, Western European – western market based Europe and 

America and then China market entry, this is a real opportunity for us in the Chinese market. 

 

We've been working to make sure we understand the Chinese customer and industry and requirements. We've 

engaged – we've been participating in trade shows. Last week, we were just in Shanghai at the New Energy 

Vehicle Conference. We're in fact awarded the Best Fuel Cell award out of that conference last week. And we're 

continuing to work with those partners that we met with over 50 different customers or partners or research 

institutes in China, either through ourselves or through a research firm that we've hired in China and it's been 

doing a study for us the last five, six months. And what we're finding is contacts of what customers' needs? How 

are requirements? How their requirements are a great fit for our technology? And that's how we've decided where 

we're going to take that product next year. You can see the Chinese government is very supportive of the fuel cell 

industry and expect significant growth of 5,000 units, 50,000 units and then over a 1 million units by 2030 and 

they're doing this through incentives and other requirements in the marketplace to get rid of the carbon emissions 

in many of these applications. 

 

So as we look ahead for 2018 and 2019, this is a list a lot of things we're focusing on. I'm really focusing on 

making sure we take advantage of the U.S. forklift truck opportunity with the 30% tax credit and the strong base 

we have, we'll get significant volume opportunities and get those towards profitability next year. We're going to 

focus on new technology putting in our new engines and then our Orion Gen2 and then focus on new products – 

new customers outside of that core market so we can get those economies of scale. Those are the main focuses 

we have over the next year. 

 

See on the lift truck side, they're working to integrate our engines into products and start producing them in 

Greenville, so we can get start getting the higher volumes that we required as we get those improved products to 

marketplace. And that's mine. Thank you. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Kenneth C. Schilling 
Chief Financial Officer & Senior Vice President, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 

Thank you, Jon. Good morning. My name is Ken Schilling. I'm going to give you a financial overview today. I'm 

the Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of Hyster-Yale. Today we're going to cover four kind of main 
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topics. First one is we're going to give you a financial overview of our recent performance both last year and the 

first quarter. We're going to break that down by segments and we're going to talk about some key metrics. 

 

The second topic we're going to look at is we're going to understand the cash flow that our business generates 

and how we're applying that in a disciplined way to add value for shareholders. Then we're going to talk a little bit 

about our outlook for 2018 and then by unit segment and then finally we're going to talk about our 7% operating 

profit aspirations and the metrics we use to drive to reach that goal over a reasonable period of time. 

 

So having said that, let's talk about our performance in 2017. Here is our full year results in which you can see is 

the three business segments are lined up on the left hand side of the chart. We have a consolidated column. I'm 

going to go back and talk about the business segments later, so focus on the 2017 column and the variance and 

you can see revenue grew by single-double-digit amounts, we're very pleased with the revenue growth as we saw 

robust markets in our key markets around the world. Gross profit expanded quite nicely. That was aided by the 

fact that we didn't have specific deal discounting that we had in 2016 that did not reoccur in 2017. 

 

You can see operating expenses grew, but that's a reflection of the annualization of the strategic programs we're 

laying into grow our top line. And then finally that drove operating profit increase of $41 million year-over-year. Net 

income only grew by about $6 million. We did have a one-time tax adjustment we needed to book for tax reform 

being adopted right at the end of the year, that cost about an $18 million net drag in our results. We had a much 

higher tax charge for the toll charge for our international operations. Those earnings being treated as deemed 

repatriated. But offsetting that was a favorable item in one of our JVs that we used to finance our business, 

finance forklift trucks in North America that offset it and net it down to an $18 million net hit. 

 

EBITDA was very robust as well at $152 million. Inside that robust EBITDA is about $20 million of earnings – of 

our equity earnings and our affiliates, that was also driven by the that tax effect in our finance subsidiary, a 20% 

own finance subsidiary. We treated that as part of EBITDA because in the first quarter of this year, we did receive 

a dividend of about that amount reflecting the return of that – those earnings to us in our results in the first quarter 

and you'll see that when we talk about cash. When you look at the first quarter of 2018, what I need to do is kind 

of describe a little bit what we had in our outlook for the end of 2017. 

 

When we put 2017's – the outlook for 2017 out, we noted that we have a – we had a robust backlog coming into 

the year, but we also knew that steel prices were increasing and that first layer of steel price increases were not 

included in the pricing we had put out in the backlog we had at that point in time. 

 

Now we do have a mechanism that we adjust for that. We had price increases announced in January, and we 

began to book units at a level that restored the balance between price and cost. Okay, that was the first step. Now 

as you know since that point in time, we've had the trade – the incremental customs duties discussions by the 

U.S. government, and the imposition of tariffs on steel and aluminum in particular. Over 50% of a forklift truck has 

– of the cost of a forklift truck is steel that either we buy or is in the components that we buy from our suppliers. 

 

So we're highly affected by it, but in that process, we obviously have now a second layer of cost increases that we 

need to recover through an additional layer of price increases, and we did announce price increases in April. So 

that's kind of the background of what you're going to see now in this interplay between sales, revenue and gross 

profit. When you look at it we continued our trend on revenue of seeing low single digit revenue increase, 

reflecting the robust markets and a mix shift to more profitable, more high value, average sales value product. 

Gross products – gross profit margin only increased by $6 million and as a percent that underperformed in the 

quarter due to that cost and price compression we previously discussed. Operating expenses increased but 
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increased at a rate that was commensurate with our revenue increase. And as you'll see the percentages are very 

close on the next slide. 

 

So that that's really kind of the story of how we get to operating profit. Net income of course is affected by the 

employee – the inclusion of new corporate tax rates. While we did see some changes that affected Nuvera, and 

we'll talk about those specifically. For our lift truck business, we saw a very moderate decrease in effective rates. 

And finally, EBITDA really held up relatively strong in spite of our operating profit decline at $34 million. 

 

Now what I did here is I put together kind of the results of 2017 full year those four quarters. And of course the 

successive quarter in 2018, the first quarter of this year. And what I'm trying to do is show you, you can see that 

single-digit sales growth of 12% and 11% respectively. So we're on a continuous line of revenue growth, but that 

gross profit deterioration between last year and this year is really the effect of that unit margin compression. 

 

Operating expenses, remember I said we are growing our operating expenses but doing it at a rational level. They 

grew – actually they decreased from $14.8 million to $14.3 million, but that's going to vary as we go through and 

we see the annualization of those strategic programs over time. And of course I've already talked about the fact 

that operating profit declined in the first quarter related to the lag in price increases over cost increases. 

 

Now let's talk about it in terms of breaking it down by business segment. When you look at our lift truck business, 

we're really focused on increasing unit volumes by gaining market share and market share and market 

penetration through the continued implementation of those strategic programs. We did see strong volume 

performance and of course units grew by 6.4% and revenue as I previously noted grew by nearly 11%. The trends 

you're going to see in the variance column as Hyster-Yale or the lift truck business rather represents 94% of 

Hyster-Yale sales. You can see those trends are still similar to the ones I talked about in the consolidated level. 

 

When you look at our operating profit margin we dropped a bit, but our adjusted long-term ROTCE and this is the 

measure we find – that we track very closely is above our 20% target for ourselves, so we're still performing at a 

very high level. And one of the things I want to make sure that we leave you with is the fact that we don't have the 

capital that many of our competitors have on our balance sheet. Therefore, we do not need to earn a return to be 

able to pay the interest costs, the carrying costs of that heavy capital burden they have. We have a very effective 

use of the capitalists in our business and it's reflected in this measure. 

 

Similarly, our networking capital has held down to a relatively low level because we have very effective programs 

around the world to finance forklift trucks and inventory of forklift trucks with our dealer network and I'm going to 

talk a little bit about that when we get to the metric slide. 

 

When you look at Bolzoni, Bolzoni outperformed the lift truck business in the first quarter as it had over 20% 

revenue increases. It continues to invest in its strategic growth programs and that's being reflected on the revenue 

line. Bolzoni's products primarily are driven by Class 1, Class 4 and Class 5 counterbalanced products. And so 

what I've done at the bottom of this slide is I've shown you the growth of those units both in Bolzoni's key market 

EMEA where you saw nearly 9% growth, but also across the world as you're seeing 16% growth in those product 

categories that are the ones that have the highest demand for attachments. We're strengthening our presence 

outside of EMEA and that's really showing in the growth rates. 

 

When you look at the performance of Bolzoni, it reflected some of the same trends as lift truck. We did see 

obviously that revenue growth, gross profit was affected by material costs there as well. And so our operating 

profit was four-tenths of a $400,000 higher. But as a percent, it's only two – it's two-tenths of a percent lower 
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because of the material cost compression Bolzoni saw. But it saw greater volume performance which was able to 

offset a greater portion of its cost. 

 

Its long-term adjusted ROTCE is growing, as we have obviously a large capital base in Bolzoni because we 

recently priced it in a market acquisition that capital still had at the acquisition price. But we're seeing a trend of 

increasing our return on that capital investment as well moving from negative when we bought the business now 

to a 3.1%. 

 

Our networking capital has grown, but it's grown at a rate commensurate with the revenue growth. So we're 

happy with the working capital management of Bolzoni, as they're priming the pump for those increased sales in 

their backlog. 

 

Nuvera, as you can see revenues and gross profit are really not the story at this point in time. We are shipping 

units, we shipped 71 units in the first quarter compared to 29 in the first quarter of last year. So we're seeing a 

growing trend of product shipments. At this point in time, we have different contractual relationships with how 

these products are being sold in the market where revenue recognition may accrue over a period time. 

 

We may also choose under this new ITC regime to finance those trucks – finance those BBR units internally to 

capture that 30% investment tax credit on our books, and essentially use that as a way to help us improve pricing. 

We're focused heavily on achieving breakeven on product costs and I think Jon outlined the programs we have to 

do that and we've got our development activities highly focused on fuel cell engines and fuel cell engine 

technology to really drive the growth of the Nuvera into the China and the U.S. market. 

 

Now let's talk a little bit about key financial metrics. As you can see working capital from the end of the year last 

year to the end of the first quarter of this year was actually only unfavorable by $2.1 million even though we saw a 

relatively large increase in sales, so we performed well on working capital. Our last 12 months of cash flow before 

financing, that's a full year measure, it was actually down. But in the end of 2016, we had an advanced payment 

of some payables of roughly about $80 million that we would have paid in January. 

 

So it was a flip flop between the fourth quarter and first quarter of 2017 that we're comparing to. Once you strip 

out that one time event and kind of normalize the payment activity, we actually had a $6.6 million increase in long-

term cash flow from the full year last year versus the last 12 months in the first quarter. 

 

On cash and debt, we [ph] have (03:15:54) improved our position from year end. We're $8 million on cash up and 

$7 million lower on debt, so a net $15 million on net debt. Equity grew as a result of our earnings and also as a 

result of the translation of our investment in our foreign affiliates and our debt to total capitalization has now 

dropped at 32% down 2 percentage points from year end. 

 

Now remember I said we have a very effective working capital management program, part of that's related to our 

joint venture programs we have with financial partners. We have a very effective program in North America and 

also one in the European region. Those agreements are currently within a one year window of being renewed. We 

strongly support those programs. We have very good vendors that we select to be our partners to provide that 

financial capacity for our dealers and for our end user customers. And again we expect to renew those 

agreements within the year. 

 

Now let's talk a little bit about how do we use that cash flow. Now, this is the metric in the discipline we use 

internally to ensure that we apply cash flow in a way that adds shareholder value. First, of course, we've been in 

focused on investments in our lift truck and attachment business and make sure that we keep the business 
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healthy. We've obviously talked about our investments in the share gain program, as we talked about [ph] a town 

ID (03:17:12:) and other programs in previous Investor Days. And now we're talking about our industry focused 

program on the 1,600 accounts in the middle of the market that we don't have the share participation we expect 

today. We've invested in the fuel cell business through Nuvera and look to integrate fuel cells into our forklift 

trucks either through BBRs or through integrated forklift trucks as you saw with the big truck program as Jon had 

described. 

 

And of course, we're are even planning to invest and have invested in adjacent and complementary businesses 

where they make sense and where they're supportive of our core lift truck business. And then finally we have an 

obligation to return to shareholders and I'll show you our return to shareholders over the last number of years as 

well. 

 

Okay. Let's look first at the key capital investments and as you can see the yellow bar represents the core lift truck 

business and we've held pretty much between $25 million and $35 million investment in refreshing and 

refurbishing and advancing the product lines and the capabilities of the lift truck business over this period of time. 

 

We've also have programs to enhance and modernize our IT infrastructure, primarily through SAP and through a 

CRM, CPQ program of being able to price products directly for the customer and being able to order and provide 

the costs and the capabilities to customize a product to a customer at the salesman's hand. 

 

Once you go beyond those IT programs, you begin to look at, we had a Brazil plant expenditure that's behind us. 

We did that and finished it by 2015, but as we added Nuvera and Bolzoni to our organization, we've also made 

investments in those groups and as Roberto had spoken, we're looking forward to enhancing the manufacturing 

capability in Germany. And for Nuvera, you heard Jon describe the fuel cell development activity that we expect to 

be putting into the market in this period as well and that's where those funds are going as well. We're still at about 

a $50 million level, we may be higher or lower depending upon whether we pull forward or we have a delay in 

some of the programs we have in place for that estimate. Of course this excludes Maximal. 

 

Now let's talk about Maximal. Lot of this information is duplicative of what you heard from Tony, targeted timing, 

the acquisition price is the same as Tony described, the performance – remember those are Chinese local GAAP 

numbers, 6,800 units, $77 million of revenue and about a little higher than 4% operating profit margin. But from 

our perspective, once we bring Maximal on board, we're going to have an additional incremental expenses to 

incur of $5 million to $10 million, either spent in 2018 or early 2019 to bring forward programs to consolidate 

production, add SAP, we have to have a solid base for information as well as be able to work across the 

company. 

 

We have additional product development and transfers of products as we move production from our Shanghai 

higher Chinese cost facility to obviously a more cost effective location where Maximal is. About 80% of that $5 

million to $10 million is going to be operating expense and about 20% of it will be capital. Tony also mentioned 

that we have a $10 million earn out and that would, under accounting rules, is booked ratably as performances 

earned. So we would expect that to hit earnings as well, it's not part of the investment from an accounting 

perspective. 

 

So from a timing perspective, as Tony showed you that one chart that had the drop below and then a recovery 

from 2019 and beyond, we expect 2018 and 2019 to have a detrimental EPS impact from the Maximal acquisition 

due to those investments and expenses I just outlined. But post 2019, we expect the volumes that we're 

producing out of the plant as well as the initial line of expenses we need to do to bring Maximal into the fold to 
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abate and then we'll have to see that ramp-up in production, now we'll recover and return us to a profitable 

perspective. 

 

Let's talk a little bit about return to shareholders. Since we became a public company, we've had a dividend 

program, our dividend program has seen a constant level of increase over the years. And in fact, in 2018, we had 

a $5 million dividend pay in the first quarter but that was increased in the second quarter by our board to $5.15 

million. If you look and expect that our board will consider and likely approve or may approve at their discretion 

similar levels of dividend, we'll see our dividend level begin to approach that above $1.25. 

 

We also had a share repurchase program that we completed early after we became a public company. Today, in 

light of the cash requirements that we see in front of us for Nuvera, for bringing Maximal on board, it's something I 

don't foresee in our immediate future, but it's always part of the options available to the company to enhance the 

return to shareholders. 

 

Now let's talk a little bit about our outlook. We're going to do this based upon business segment. So for our Lift 

Truck business, we expect the overall lift truck market to grow moderately in 2018 over 2017. We expect our Unit 

and Parts revenue to increase following that market as well as from the programs that we've put in place. 

 

We continue to see a strong dollar environment and the fact that it kind of dropped and then it's now beginning to 

again return here in this most recent couple of weeks. So operating profit is going to be benefited by that increase 

in revenues, but we're going to have the first lag period of pricing to cost increases and now a second lag period 

of price to cost increases that will affect the first half of the year and hopefully begin to wind out in the third quarter 

and fourth quarter where we'll be able to restore the balance between cost and price. 

 

Income taxes for the forklift truck business are going to range between 23% and 26%. Tax Reform really gave us 

a very small reduction in rates as it related to the balance of income as well as some of the incremental tax 

programs that were also included in the tax bill. 

 

So finally, where is our net income coming out? Well, we expect our net income to be up, but the most significant 

driver of our net income increasing is going to be – over 2017, will be the lack of that one-time tax adjustment we 

took in 2017 for tax reform and again that was about $18 million that will not reoccur. 

 

When you look at the Bolzoni attachment business and the $18 million was the consolidated number but this 

majority of that was generated from the lift truck business. When you look at the Bolzoni attachment business, 

Bolzoni expects also revenues to increase in 2018 over 2017. They anticipate growth not only in their home 

market of EMEA but also in the Americas due to their programs. They have the same forecast of a strong dollar, 

but remember they are 60% EMEA, where the lift truck business is more U.S. and dollar denominated. So from an 

operating perspective, that flips their cost structure and actually it helps them in terms of being able to export 

product from Europe where three of their main plants are located. 

 

So operating profit is expected to grow from the implementation of those key strategic programs and generate 

substantial growth in 2018 compared to 2017. Their tax rates are going to be relatively consistent as most of their 

earnings are earned offshore. And so net income will grow as a result of the facts that I just described. 

 

When you look at the Nuvera Fuel Cell business, we expect demand to continue to increase throughout the year. 

We expect shipments of BBRs that have Nuvera fuel cell engines in them to continue to accelerate. Again the 

timing of that revenue may be spread over periods of time based upon the specifics of the sales contracts and the 

revenue recognition profile of those products. Our costs are expected to fall as we reduce the cost of producing 
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battery box replacements in fuel cell units during the year. So that will reduce the losses that we expect, as well 

as some obviously very focused cost reductions from improved designs and higher volumes. So operating losses 

in 2018 are forecasted to be slightly lower than what we saw in 2018 but mostly in the back half of the year. 

 

Income tax is kind of a flip. Nuvera is generating a loss which we are utilizing to offset the income at the lift truck 

company in the U.S. And when you do that you would use a 35% tax rate to benefit the losses that you're 

incurring in Nuvera. Now we have a 21% tax rate. So we're getting less cover out of taxes, but we may also end 

up with investment tax credit benefits being booked in this line as we place more fuel cell units in the field. And 

that operating loss and the income tax effect will really drive the net loss and EBITDA where we expect our losses 

to be slightly higher, but operating losses to be slightly higher – I'm sorry, net losses to be slightly higher, but 

operating profit/losses to be slightly reduced. 

 

Okay. I'll just talk a little bit about our 7% operating profit goal profit and target economics. We've had this chart in 

our book before. We've had a consistent goal to reach a 7% operating profit target over the medium term while 

maintaining a 20% ROTCE in our Lift Truck business, and this side is focused on the Lift Truck business. 

 

As [ph] Alan (03:27:06) noted, we had a 3.8% operating profit performance last 12 months. When you identify 

where the gaps are, we create a target economic profile of what does our business need to look like to be right, to 

be right to meet the 7% operating profit target. And of course, our margin on our units had dropped. We're now 

1.2% off our target. Some of that relates to the cost issues but some of that relates to the fact that we need to get 

cost reduction opportunities out of in part the Maximal acquisition and as well as new product introductions that 

are tailored to customers as Rajiv had noted. But the real story here is a volume story. And volume variances are 

driven by manufacturing and operating expenses really comprising 2% of the gap, and that would get us again to 

– if you add the items together get us to the 7%. 

 

Now this slide really just is here to say if we produce 5,000 more trucks – let's not talk about getting to 115,000 

internally produced trucks. If we produce 5,000 more trucks, that will generate $186 million more sales and 21% 

(sic) [$21 million] (03:28:16) operating profit with an incremental profit contribution of 11%. That does not include 

the unit margin closure gap, that 1.2% on the previous slide, that's only looking at the 2%. So even if we don't 

achieve that, we gain $21 million of operating profit leverage by 5,000 more trucks. And of course, those trucks 

would need to be sold over the portfolio. We couldn't sell all Class 3 trucks and make that margin. 

 

Now, finally, if you look at and you put both together and say what does it look like when it's right, we'd be 

producing – selling 124,000 trucks. We would be producing 115,000 of those in our plants. Our revenue would be 

slightly below $4 billion, our operating profit would be $275 million, and we'd hit our 7% operating profit target, and 

you can see we have categories and there is detailed categories underneath this regarding gross profit and 

operating expense detail that support it. 

 

For Bolzoni, we just need to hit our 7% operating profit target. We're on our way, and I think there is a similar 

volume economy of scale argument for the Bolzoni plants being filled up. Some we have filled up and others we 

need to continue to fill. And then finally, Nuvera, the target is to move from a significant loss to breakeven in late 

2019, and then onward towards significant profitability the type of business that Nuvera represents, technology, 

development and application company on the leading edge really deserves. 

 

So with that, I will now pass the podium to Al Rankin who is going to provide us with some closing remarks. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 
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I'd like to make a number of concluding remarks, but I want to particularly focus them on our prospects for volume 

growth. At the beginning, I summarized some key perspectives that we wanted to emphasize, and I just want to 

touch on those again. First, we think that global markets are going to be strong for the next several years and 

there is a solid platform for us to build on as we move forward. We've been making investments that are designed 

to expand our product and solutions portfolio and our geographic breadth and depth. You've heard about some of 

those. They include not only the attachment business, they include Maximal, but very importantly they also 

include a major commitment to the product development programs that Rajiv outlined. We think those can 

revolutionize our position overall over the next few years relative to our competitors. 

 

We had a lot of programs then to take those products in the lower left and really enhance the growth rate of our 

core lift truck program through the industry strategies and the sales effort that has been outlined and that Colin 

really outlined for us. And then of course, we expect that Nuvera while it remains a venture business is dealing 

with developed technology. We think we have a clear path to move toward breakeven by late 2019. 

 

We've outlined six core strategies. It's one set of strategies, but I think not surprisingly those strategies are being 

implemented with different priorities in the different regions of the world. In the Americas, we have a very strong 

market position. So we have full execution across all six strategies. We're making a significant investment 

particularly in our industry, focus to enhance our share position and we're also moving much more in our 

distribution toward dual-brand coverage by our dealers and also then allowing us to focus certain customers on 

the Yale capabilities and certain customers on Hyster capabilities. 

 

In the Europe, Middle East and Africa, we have moderate position. We have focused industry and customer 

solutions. We're being careful about which industries we really focus on. We're focusing on the ones where we 

think we can have a relative advantageous position compared to our competitors. We're focused on low cost of 

ownership and enhancing our distribution in particular. And in Asia Pacific, our position varies depending on which 

country you're talking about, and as you've heard, we've done a lot with acquisitions, partnerships. We're putting 

in place the emerging market development center in order to significantly strengthen our position in the less 

developed markets around the world and more generally in utility markets. And we're focused on strengthening 

our distribution. 

 

How does this really tie in with what we said at our last Investor Day, what changes have occurred? I think that a 

number of important steps have been made since our last year ago presentation. First, as Ken outlined, we have 

improved financial performance in the core lift truck business. Secondly, we have the industry focus with the new 

sales and marketing organizations that's been put in place. There is a short-term cost associated with it, but it's 

aimed at the long-term gain of real significance in our share position in that middle band of customers that Colin 

outlined for us. It's in place, but I think it's important to understand that it's only begun. It's got a long way to go 

before it's fully mature. So the opportunity for that to pay off, we think, is very high. And then we have a solid base 

for expansion in developing markets that has improved substantially from where it was at our last presentation 

and that's particularly because of Maximal and the ability to integrate into the Maximal, the timing of the Maximal 

acquisition our emerging market development center. 

 

We're also – we have also enhanced our position quite significantly in automation and in our key product 

platforms and with the plans that we have for new products beginning in 2020 and over the next few years. At the 

same time, Bolzoni has been fully integrated and really is performing well. It was in the process of being 

integrated a year ago, but the real growth opportunities lie ahead particularly in enhancing our position in the 

Americas where we're strong, but Bolzoni has not had the strength that we have, and there's a lot of synergy 

value between the two companies that can be deployed in order to help Bolzoni achieve the kind of market 

position in the Americas, in North America that they have in Europe. 
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And finally, you've heard a good bit about the Nuvera strategy, and if you back away from it, the path is clear 

today. It's very disciplined and organized and structured. A year ago, we were really in the earlier stages of trying 

to move from the product development side into the commercialization activities. That process is really clearly 

defined and we're moving forward in it aggressively. 

 

We are long-term focused, you've heard that a number of times. No short-term orientation, we're investing for the 

future. We have the ability to leverage our fixed costs as Ken described through more volume. Of course that 

means in the long term we have to control our expense structure. But accounting requires us to expense certain 

things if we look at it as an investment particularly in the sales and marketing activities that we focused on that are 

aimed at that middle band of customers. 

 

We remain committed to our Lift Truck financial targets with the right volume we can achieve the 7%, the 115,000 

units that you've heard a good deal about. A very important to that effort is the industry focus both on the strategy 

side and the tailoring of our activities to the needs of customers in particular industries, but also on the selling 

efforts side to try to provide our dealers with an enhanced capability to deal effectively with those customers that 

are large but not large enough to be national accounts. 

 

I think in comparison to last year that we now have a much more fully developed path toward the new set of 

products which are highly innovative that will replace many of the existing products in our product portfolio. We 

expect those to provide many benefits for our customers, but also to be a lower cost to us and to drive a 

performance position in the marketplace, it will be very appealing to our customers. 

 

Now 7% in the Lift Truck business but we have the other businesses as well that supplement to Lift Truck 

business. You've heard a good deal about Nuvera and its movement from its loss position very substantial loss 

position. The way we viewed the acquisition of Nuvera when we purchased the business was that it included a 

very low upfront purchase cost and then it had several years of losses associated with it. 

 

So we presented it as a big investment not as a small investment, and we considered that these losses were 

really part of the investment structure that was necessary to get it to profit in late 2019 and then to move it into 

substantial profitability after that. So that's a big improver of our overall profitability that is coupled then with the 

substantial impact of each incremental set of 5,000 trucks that we gained through our market share and end 

product programs. 

 

And then at Bolzoni, we've made tremendous progress at this point. We think that the opportunities are now firmly 

in place to build our volume particularly in North America and drive that business with the same kind of virtuous 

circle level that we leverage that we described for the forklift truck business. And of course the Maximal 

acquisition will really allow us to provide a more appropriate product for some of our customers around the world 

particularly in emerging markets or in more broadly and utility markets and that's a pivotal part of the overall 

strategy for ensuring that we have the full product line that we need. 

 

So that's really the story of what we are trying to do with our businesses and the expectations that we have with 

them. And I think we feel really very good about our prospects in our businesses. And so I suppose the question, 

the next question then is, how does this play into valuation of those businesses? From our point of view if we look 

at the Forklift Truck and Attachment businesses we think of them as mature cyclical businesses. We have a 

market leading products and position, strong operating cash flow, but on balance the evaluation ought to be pretty 

much along the lines of traditional models of EBITDA multiples on a net debt basis. 
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But we also think that attention should be given in terms of the multiple that's attributed to us to the very high 

return on invested capital that we have in the business and the distinctive strategy that we have that allows us to 

have that high return on capital in comparison to our competitors and the very substantial growth prospects that 

we have as we move towards 7%, toward Bolzoni achieving a much higher profitability than they have today, and 

Nuvera moving out of its loss position to profitability. 

 

So, then as you move over to the hydrogen power business, we have developing – a developing business that is 

technology oriented. We have a very distinctive technology in patents and fuel cells and hydrogen generation and 

we have our operating cash being invested in new product commercialization and ramp up. So we think of this as 

a value – as a venture business with developed technology which ought to be valued as simply additive to the rest 

of the business as opposed to a single integrated stream of earnings and EBITDA. 

 

I think it's useful for you all in terms of perspective to note that our board meets separately, with each of these 

businesses with our Lift Truck business with Bolzoni and with Nuvera. We have incentives that are tied to those 

individual businesses because as you heard their drivers are different, the expectations are different and we want 

to manage them separately both from a management point of view, but also in terms of board oversight and 

involvement in the development of these individual businesses. 

 

So the bottom line is that we think that Hyster-Yale is a solid investment option. We have leading products and 

market position. We are customer focused and solutions oriented in a way that should really benefit us in the 

future in combination with reinforcing our product position. We have strategies to gain share in all of the segments 

around the world and in the various different markets particularly with our industry focus. We're making 

investments in game changing technologies, automation, Nuvera that can really drive an opportunity for us in the 

future. We have a strong return on capital, strong balance sheet and a very good cash generation coupled with a 

commitment over time to shareholder returns. Those are the thoughts that we wanted to leave you with today. 

 

I think Christi our plan is to have another Q&A session. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Christina Kmetko 
Investor Relations Consultant, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 

Yes, [indiscernible] (03:44:37) have you and Colin and Jon and Roberto and Ken upfront. And actually if I could 

ask the other three gentlemen to move the other side of the room that way if someone asked a question on your 

sections as well you're close by. Well, let everybody get settled. Okay. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 

Any questions? [ph] Adam (03:45:16)? 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SECTION 
 

Michael David Shlisky 
Analyst, Seaport Global Securities LLC Q 
Hey guys. This is Mike Shlisky again from Seaport. Couple of quick ones here. First on Maximal wanted to come 

back to that really quickly. You mentioned that the Chinese market broadly speaking is growing pretty nicely this 

year. Are the sales run rates actually right now well above the [indiscernible] (03:45:35) that you put in your press 

release back in December is there any kind of evaluation has happened prior to closing? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
The markets are running stronger than we expected this year. So we're seeing very healthy growth in China in 

2019. I didn't get the second part of your question. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Michael David Shlisky 
Analyst, Seaport Global Securities LLC Q 
I guess is Maximal sales are they much higher than you did previously? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Okay. Well Maximal one of the maybe that didn't come out as much in the presentation. We are interested in the 

China market, but we're more interested really in the export market exporting out of China into Asia and the other 

developing markets. So, Maximal's growth in bookings was up 25% in 2017. They've got off to a good start in 

2018. And again, the main focus, Mike, is on the export markets. It's very hard to make money actually in China. 

They do have a comprehensive network in China which we aim to strengthen, but I think we'll see the biggest 

benefits on what we see coming out of China as opposed to what we see in China. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
I mean, I think the way to think about it is that from our point of view, the best way to be successful in China is to 

be very selectively focused and to recognize if there's a substantial portion of that market with many, many 

competitors and very low product standards. That's not the market we really want to participate in, but there are 

niches that we can be very, very successful in. And then, there is the Maximal support, as Colin indicated, for all 

of our activities outside of China, they can reinforce our distribution network and our ability to serve our customer 

base. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Michael David Shlisky 
Analyst, Seaport Global Securities LLC Q 
Okay. I've just got two quick ones on Nuvera. [ph] You get the outline of a (03:47:27) very clear plan, how will you 

get to breakeven, what your plans for the next couple of years. What could throw you off at this point that might be 

a risk to get into breakeven by 2019, or might be a risk to your long-term economics being in line with the rest of 

the Hyster-Yale Group? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
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Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
I think the main risk is timing of getting the new products out. We have very strong plans of where we need the 

cost to be and what needs to be done, product development and especially some of the processes I talked about 

in terms of ensuring we have the reliability and growth would be the only real – the major risk to it. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
I mean, we have a very comprehensive plan component-by-component of cost-down over time. We have 

agreement – I mean, we color-code and maybe six month ago there was a lot of yellow and reds, and now there's 

a lot of greens on this cost-down program. We're sort of going through this phase right now whereby it's a very 

carefully ramped-up production schedule because if we send out a truck now, we're losing money. So we want to 

get enough units in the field. So we're creating a critical mass, but at the same time, we want to – and we want to 

have agreements with our suppliers to get the new components at the lower cost. We're working hard on getting 

the quality the meantime between [ph] failure up (03:48:55). So it's really getting the balance between getting 

enough units in the field to get the credibility. It was mentioned earlier, we have nine customers, the latest 

customers we're putting units into are delighted with the products they are receiving. And then as we drive down 

the cost and we ramp up the sales and marketing activities, we really see us launching into a different sales 

cadence as we move through 2019. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
I think we feel very confident in the individual programs that Colin mentioned that are done component-by-

component in terms of driving down our cost. But to amplify on Jon's point, there is risk that some of the suppliers 

may not have the maturity to execute at the speed that they have committed to execute and to do all of the things 

that we expect. So, as I think about it, there's constant attention to each of these individual component programs 

in driving cost down and making sure that our suppliers are staying with us is really important. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Michael David Shlisky 
Analyst, Seaport Global Securities LLC Q 
Okay. And the other one I want to ask about on Nuvera was going to China, it appears [ph] as though there's 

other (03:50:20) players there small and it seems like given the growth that's going to happen over the next 10 to 

12 years, a huge room for all people to play, not just one player. But is there anything that you can learn from 

them as far as pricing and cost and is there any concern that those folks might send their systems over to the 

U.S. here as well? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
I don't think in the short term they will be doing that. There's going to be so much demand and so much incentives 

from the Chinese government that their production will be focused on supplying the Chinese market. So there's 

very little incentive for them to take it out into other markets until they get the right volume and right capacity and 

deliver it. So in the short term, I don't think that will happen, and that's why we want to participate there. We've 

done some very detailed, with a very good firm in China, review and analysis of the marketplace. There's a couple 

of people who are already there. But the very clear signal is there's room for an additional competitor or 

competitors and that they are also looking for a different technology than what is offered. The two people who are 

there early have a different technology, an older technology, I'll say, they don't have metallic construction and 
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there's very clear preference for having a different supplier with a different technology offering in China. And so 

we think we have the opportunity to be the real volume driver in that marketplace and pass the people who 

started earlier than us. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
The other thing I would say is, the studies that we've done with this third-party is we're cost competitive at this 

moment in time. Now, the expectation is, costs are going to fall significantly as the adoption accelerates. And 

again, we have a roadmap of getting our cost down to be able to continuously compete, but we are competitive 

about the current pricing levels in China. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
The other point I'd note is that with our capabilities and with the identification of the companies in the various 

segments that Jon talked about in the marketplace, the heavier equipment, the automotive side, we have been 

able to have contacts with people that we think will be the key players in those markets, and we have been 

extremely well-received in terms of their attitude toward us. So I think that also on the customer side, we have 

some reason for real optimism about being able to develop what, as a practical matter, will be some form of 

partnership activity as we move forward in China. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
That also has the additional benefit, as we work with these partners and as the Chinese supplier base matures 

and as they make investments in this technology that we can actually leverage off that for our core business. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

Thank you. I have a question about the Fuel Cell business, compressed natural gas engines could be an 

alternative to combustion engines for buses and trucks, in particular. What is the performance and cost 

differential? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Maybe we'll ask Rajiv who is our technical expert. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Rajiv Prasad 
Chief Product & Operations Officer, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
All right. So, compressed natural gas is typically used in an internal combustion engine. So you still have the 

carbon output. So it is a solution if the customers are willing to use an internal combustion engine, whereas the 

hydrogen is used in the stack and is zero – at least the point of use is a zero-emission solution. So we see natural 

gas being more of a competitor to LP and diesel rather than hydrogen. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

From an emission standpoint perhaps, but from an economic standpoint in terms of cost. 
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Rajiv Prasad 
Chief Product & Operations Officer, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Yeah. So, again, part of the reason internal combustion engine is a challenge from an efficiency point of view is 

because you still have to – you've got the efficiency of an internal combustion engine even with this continued 

development, it's somewhere around that 30% efficient in its conversion. And then you have to take it through a 

transmission and a torque converter down to an axle, and there's significant losses through that drive train, 

whereas if when we use hydrogen, the hydrogen conversion from gas to power is around 50% improvement in 

efficiency and we're looking to improve that. And then, it's a very low loss going through an electric drive train. So 

going from the fuel source to wheel power is much – about three times more efficient with a hydrogen system 

than any sort of an internal combustion engine fuel source. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Rajiv, I have a recollection that there are some substantial investment required by customers to have compressed 

natural gas. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Rajiv Prasad 
Chief Product & Operations Officer, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Yeah. So this is again similar to hydrogen way, you've got to compress the gas to high pressure and so similar to 

hydrogen... 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. 
Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer & Chairman-Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
So, it's a tough solution to implement in kind of broad based way because of the capital requirements that are not 

directly in the Lift Truck itself. And I think China is a good example of what's happening, because they've tried the 

natural gas that was their step one, then they moved on to lithium-ion, they've learned from both of those and now 

believes that fuel cell is really the way to go for them. And each of those previous technologies was heavily 

incentivized to get it moving. Just to give you an idea, in 2017, there were over 100,000 electric buses sold in 

China. So, it wasn't – it's been quite a move, but they believe now from all the learnings that the fuel cell is the 

way to go in the future. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

Okay. Thank you. And just a question on the attachment business. What percentage of the sales are sold to be 

attached to a new forklift per se, or sold to be attached to replace the attachment on existing machinery that a 

customer might have? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Roberto Scotti 
President and Chief Executive Officer-Bolzoni S.p.A., Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Yeah. It's – first of all, you have to consider that to make some differentiation there are some attachments that are 

installed, factory installed like in [indiscernible] (03:57:11) it's got a fourth position. In that case, the percentage is 

quite high, it's about the 60%, 70% dependent OEM, depended on them. Usually, the life of the attachment is a 

little bit longer than the life of the forklift truck. So, for this is on to re place the attachment can take a little bit more 

time. Then, you have also a lot of rental fleet in the market and when they – who is manufacturing the forklift truck 

is very keen after two-year, five-year to change of the forklift truck, but if the attachment is still working and at that 

point maybe it's not replaced. 
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Defaulting of the attachment is the fact that attachment goes in every industry around the world and there are 

many, many different applications. And if you look at how the goods are moving, this for sure is going to bring 

high-end number of attachments to be used in the future. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
[indiscernible] (03:58:23) Lift Truck point of view. So, just start with forks, right every Forklift truck has forks. So 

that's good, that's where a lot of the initial volume has come from Bolzoni in terms of the Hyster-Yale moving their 

forks to them. Then, we see increasing amount of fitment to our trucks of integral sideshifts and sideshifts with 

fork positioners, because that improves the productivity. And so we will see that as an increasing trend to almost I 

think in – within the next few years, those will be standard fitments to trucks. So, that'll be good business drivers 

for Bolzoni. 

 

And then attachments will also increase the way I'd like to think about attachment is forks are two fingers, 

attachments kind of give you hands and so, I think as productivity becomes important for our customers, we'll 

probably have different types of attachments and more off them in our truck and I see long-term that somewhere 

between 20% to 25% of our trucks will get some form of attachments from them. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

Where is it today, currently? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
I think today, we're fortunate to be a strong participants in the paper industry and some of the heavy 

manufacturing industry. So, we are somewhere in that 15% to 20%. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

Okay. Thank you. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
For our bigger trucks. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Christina Kmetko 
Investor Relations Consultant, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Anybody else have any other questions? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Question over here. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
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Christina Kmetko 
Investor Relations Consultant, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Okay. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

Thank you guys for hosting us. And this is a question regarding the revenue recognition around Nuvera. Can you 

speak a little bit about that? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Yeah. So, as we've gone through and introduced the product in the marketplace, certain of our contracts we have 

a delay in revenue recognition, because of the milestones we need to reach. We also have an issue of being able 

to identify all of the costs necessary to complete the contractual period. And as we improve mean time between 

failure and we also reduce the cost of product, we get to a more traditional cost of the product that we get revenue 

recognition on what would be a standard sale. 

 

Now, set that on one side, that's the first gate. The second gate is, of course, many of the customers who buy 

forklift trucks, lease forklift trucks. So, we expect many of the customers who would want a BBR in a lease forklift 

truck, will also have a lease arrangement. So, that may also delay revenue recognition over the period of the 

lease period as well. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Christina Kmetko 
Investor Relations Consultant, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Okay. Very fast, okay. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

Ken, real quickly, the $10 million possible earn out of – for Maximal that might take place in the future, is that 

going to be on the cash flow as cost acquisition? Or is that going to be a compensation cost, whatever it – if and 

when it takes place? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Kenneth C. Schilling 
Chief Financial Officer & Senior Vice President, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
I think that ends up in OpEx. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

It does. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Kenneth C. Schilling 
Chief Financial Officer & Senior Vice President, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
I think it ends up in OpEx as an incentive that was – that's been earned, because it does require performance 

after the acquisition to qualify for the payment. 
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Q 

Okay. That's all. Thank you very much. Appreciate it. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

On that Nuvera production in Greenville, is that for your BBRs, is that for Nuvera engines? And what kind of 

capacity are you guys expecting to build out there? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
It will be for the BBR. So the engine will be supplied out of Billerica, Boston Billerica and then the BBR will be 

produced in Greenville. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Q 

And then, can you give any color on the recent collaboration with Ballard and how that complements the existing 

Nuvera technology and how that extends the product portfolio, maybe geographic? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Colin Wilson 
President & Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
So, if you – once you start looking at the application of fuel cells to truck, there is a range of trucks that we have 

starting with Class 3, the smaller Class 2s. And those require a low power output BBR units at a lower cost and so 

Nuvera does not – and we feel the right solution for that is an air cooled stack rather than the water cooled stack 

and Nuvera does not have an air cooled stack. So, that's where we created a relationship with Ballard and we 

have only plan to use their lower cost air cooled stack for these low power solutions. So, that gives us a complete 

Fuel Cell solution for all of our customers. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Jon G. Taylor 
President & Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
Yeah, I'll just add. That's what I talked about the focusing on the core competency of our technology and we're 

really high power, high power density and robust operations and we could have developed an air cooled stack, 

but we just – that's not where our future lies, that's not the focus we want. So, instead of taking resources off of 

the core technology to develop an air cooled stack, we decided to outsource with Rajiv's team with Ballard. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Rajiv Prasad 
Chief Product & Operations Officer, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. A 
That's an important distinction, because we have a divided Nuvera effectively into the two parts, as you 

understood. One is now Nuvera focused and that's the engine and the other is BBR construction, which is really 

something in a way that we do in other circumstances, as we take engines and we put whatever is required 

around them. But as – if you look at what's being done in the forklift truck business we're a little agnostic as to 

who the supplier is. And so, you can have an air cooled stack in one of the smaller ones, because it's really not 

Nuvera's business. So, Nuvera is in its own business, as Jon just described to you. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
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Christina Kmetko 
Investor Relations Consultant, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. 

Anybody else have a question? I think that's it. So, I wanted to thank everybody for attending today. We really 

appreciate you being here. We thank everybody who's listening on the webcast. I'd like to remind you all, if you 

can fill out your valuation forms and leave them on the table back here. And on your way out, go ahead and grab 

some lunch to take back with you. Thank you. Have a great day. 
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